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ADDRESS
We are very glad to welcome all colleagues and experts
from participating Southeast Asian countries and within
Japan to “The FRA-SEAFDEC Joint International
Workshop on Artificial Reefs for Fisheries Resource
Recovery”. The present workshop is being held in
accordance with an MOU for scientific and technical
cooperation between the Fisheries Research Agency
(FRA) and the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development
Center (SEAFDEC), following the first workshop held in
Thailand and Malaysia in 2009.
Japan has a long history of research and development pertaining to artificial reefs, not
only for the creation of new fishing grounds, but also towards the conservation and
enhancement of fisheries resources. In Southeast Asian regions, the installation and
management of artificial reefs has been an urgent theme relating to fisheries policy
matters, especially with the recent depression of fisheries resources, and the increasing
concern given to marine environmental preservation. Nowadays, the management of
coastal ecosystems and the realization of the sustainable utilization of fisheries resources
are common issues for those concerned with fisheries research and policy making
worldwide. Along these lines, I believe that the appropriate construction and installation
of artificial reefs will contribute to the resolution of these problems.
I would like to express my special thanks to all of the speakers and participants in this
Workshop, and to ask everyone to engage in fruitful discussion on the topics presented
herein. We at the FRA look forward to even more progress in research on artificial reefs
in the near future.
Toshihiko Matsusato, Ph.D.
President, Fisheries Research Agency
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FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop on Artificial Reefs
November 11, 2010, Tokyo, Japan

Prospectus
1. Background
The utilization of artificial reefs expands in coastal areas these days. In Southeast Asian region
and in Japan, many of artificial reefs have been placed aiming for the improvement of fishing
ground and fishing activities. Varieties of these placement activities have been executed for the
purposes of coastal habitat preservation and/or management. In general, artificial reefs has been
expected to emulate some functions of natural reefs to such as protecting, regenerating,
concentrating, and/or enhancing populations of living marine resources differently in different
locations. Those reefs were at first recognized as fish attraction devices or shelters. Recently,
artificial reefs are also used for protecting marine resources from illegal fishing.
In the seas where a number of small-scale fishing activities are carried on, placements of
artificial reefs are expected to be an effective measure toward the aggressive recovery of
fishery/marine resources in harmony with other coastal management measures in the future.
Installation and management of artificial reefs has been an urgent theme on fisheries policy
matters in the region under the circumstances of depressed fisheries resources and increasing
concern of marine environmental preservation. Therefore, the need to some kind of guideline
regarding placement of artificial reefs has been increasing so that marine environmental
deterioration will not occur contrary to their positive basic purposes. Particularly as a point of
note, artificial reefs should not be used to justify dumping by using inappropriate materials such
as waste or used materials.
For these situations, Fisheries Research Agency (FRA) will organize the workshop, based on
the “SEAFDEC/FRA joint program regarding artificial reefs for the enhancement of fishery
resources”, in collaboration with Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC),
focusing on studies for the suitable placement of artificial reefs, the rehabilitation of coastal
habitat/fishing grounds through artificial reefs and cooperation possibilities from Japan to
Southeast Asian countries.
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SEAFDEC and FRA have signed a MOU to continue scientific and technical cooperation for
five years in February 2009. One of the specific themes of the MOU is “cooperating on
researching the infrastructure of fisheries for the sustainable utilization of fishing grounds”.
Based on this MOU, this workshop was held at Tokyo in November 11, 2010.
2. Objectives
z

z

Better understanding for placement of artificial reefs among Southeast Asian countries
and Japan through sharing information about scientific-based designs and evaluation
methods of artificial reefs executed in these areas.
To deepen the understanding as to importance of recovery and preservation of fishing
grounds by executing artificial.

3. Date and Venue
FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop on Artificial Reefs was held on November 11, 2010 at MinamiAoyama Kaikan Hall in Tokyo, Japan

4. Participants
Relevant officers of Fisheries Agency of Japan, researchers of institutes and universities in
Japan, relevant officers of local government of Japan, staff of private companies in charge of
development of artificial reefs in Japan, staff of SEAFDEC, SEAFDEC member countries will be
invited to attend this workshop as well as researchers of FRA.
5. Itinerary
1st Day (November 10, 2010), Arrival at Tokyo
2nd Day (November 11, 2010), Workshop
3rd Day (November 12, 2010), Field Survey
Visit of Tsukiji Fish Market
Visit of National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE)
th
4 Day (November 13, 2010), Departure from Narita
6. FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop Agenda
Agenda 1: Opening Ceremony
Agenda 2: Status report of artificial reefs programs of ASEAN countries
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Agenda 3: Target for Improvement of Fishing Grounds through Artificial Reefs in Japan
Agenda 4: Panel Discussion
Agenda 5: Closing Ceremony
 (The details of agenda are as follows)
7. Administrative Arrangements
The workshop and the field survey will be hosted mainly by the National Research Institute of
Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE) of the Fisheries Research Agency (FRA).
z

Main staff in charge of the FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop
NRIFE (7620-7 Hasaki, Kamisu, Ibaraki, 314-0408, Japan)
Mr. Hideki Tsubata: President of NRIFE
Dr. Kazumasa Ikuta: Director, Department of Fisheries Civil Engineering
Dr. Norimasa Takagi: Section Chief
FRA (15F Queen’s tower B, 2-3-3 Minatomirai, Nishi, Yokohama, 220-6115, Japan)
Dr.Sadamitsu Akeda: Research Coordinator

z

SEAFDEC staff in charge
Dr. Yuttana Theparoonrat:
Head of Coastal and small-scale fisheries management division, TD
Mr. Taweekiet Amornpiyakrit: Fisheries Resources Enhancement Section Head, TD
Mr. Akito Sato: Assistant Trust Fund Manager, Secretariat
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The FRA-SEAFDEC Workshop on Artificial Reefs for Fisheries Resource Recovery

Agenda

November 11, 2010
Convention Hall, Minami-Aoyama Kaikan
Minami-Aoyama, Minato, Tokyo 107-0062, JAPAN
Organizers:
Fisheries Research Agency (FRA)
Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC)
MC: Dr. Kazumasa Ikuta (NRIFE, FRA)

1㸬Opening ceremony
9:30 Opening Remarks

Dr. Toshihiko Matsusato (President, FRA)

2㸬Session I. Status report of artificial reefs programs in ASEAN countries
10:00 Experiences on Artificial Reefs in Southeast Asian
Dr. Yuttana Theparoonrat (Training Department, SEAFDEC)
10:30 Country status report
Mr. Zefrinus Wong (Department of Fisheries Sabah, Malaysia)
  Mr. Nopparattana Ruangpatikorn (Department of Fisheries, Thailand)
Mr. Pierre E. L. Velasco (Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources, Philippine)
Ms. Sri Turni Hartati (Research Institute for Marine Fisheries, Indonesia)
Ms. Ranimah Hj A. Wahab (Department of Fisheries, Brunei Darussalam)
12:00 Lunch
3㸬Session II. Target for improvement of fishing grounds through artificial reefs in Japan
13:30 National Policy for improvement of fishing grounds through artificial reefs
Mr. Kenji Mori (Fisheries Agency, Japan)
14:00 Introducing a successful Japanese Marine Ranching Project: Shiraishijima
Island’s Marine Ranching Project in Okayama
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Mr. Takehiro Tanaka (Okayama Prefecture, Japan)
14:45 Coffee break
15:15 Introduction of large-scale concrete reefs in Japan
Mr. Toyotaro Abe (Japan Artificial Fish Reef Association, Japan)
15:45 Introduction of large-scale high-rise steel reefs in Japan
Mr. Hiroshi Takayama (High-Rise Reef Technology Council, Japan)
16:15 Coffee break
4㸬Panel discussion
16:45 Future of the studies on artificial reefs
 MC & Presentation: Dr. Sadamitsu Akeda (Head Quarters, FRA)
Panelist: All presenters
5㸬Closing ceremony
18:15 Closing remarks

Dr. Yuttana Theparoonrat (SEAFDEC)

6㸬Reception
19:00 Reception

 

Banquet Hall, Minami-Aoyama Kaikan
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FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop on Joint Program Regarding
Artificial Reefs for the Enhancement of Fishery Resources
Tokyo, Japan
st
11 -12nd November 2010.

Experiences on Artificial Reefs in Southeast Asian
Yuttana Theparoonrat
SEAFDEC/TD
Abstract
This paper describes briefly the development of artificial reef installations and the objectives,
concept and background of artificial reef installations. It also reviews the artificial reefs,
appropriated structure, material used, design, places to install ARs, sizes of ARs. Even though the
ARs installation has a long history in South Asia countries, the budgetary preparation for big
projects has just started by the individual government. In early stage, due to the high cost of
installation, each country tries to use the used materials to reduce the budget, e.g. bamboo, used
tires, cars, boats for ARs. Among these materials, used tires are more preferable as they are cheap
and sometimes free of charge, and they can tolerate seawater better than other material and easy
to transport. Presently, concrete cube modules are seem to be most using for ARs in the region.
The objective of installation of ARs for all over the Southeast Asian region usually aimed at
increasing fish catches for local fishermen, ARs are often deployed to protect shallow coastal
waters from the damaging effects of trawl net operations. The widespread degradation of coral
reefs has also led to the deployment of ARs to create an environment that is conducive to the
recovery of coral reefs areas.
Key words; Artificial Reefs, Southeast Asia
Introduction
There is growing awareness that the coastal fisheries of Southeast Asia are highly significant in
terms of the number of people participating in them, the total catch and their economics, social
and environment impacts. However, based on current demand for fisheries and our
understanding of the status of many fish stocks, many coastal fish species are scare. Further,
resources scarcities will likely continue in the future.
Coastal fisheries have some peculiarities that hold regardless whether the fisheries are in
developed or developing countries. The major historical peculiarities were due to the common
property and free entry nature of most of the world’s fisheries leading to a tendency towards
overexploitation of resources, a tendency that was first explained by a biological model of fish
SEAFDEC/TD
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population growth. Later, economic variables were introduced to this biological model and the
resultant bio-economic model exerted significant influences on fisheries resource management.
However, the application of these approaches to fisheries management in South East Asia have
been confounded by the tropical and multi-species, multi-fishing gear nature of our regional
fisheries. It is now well recognized, especially in the context of South East Asia’s complex coastal
fisheries, that in order to be successful coastal fisheries management needs to become more
innovative and specific to fisheries issues at the local level. This is especially the case as the
contribution of coastal fisheries to regional food security and employment has become increasingly
apparent in recent years.
The need to reconcile regional fisheries issues with emerging frameworks for the management of
coastal fisheries certainly requires the development of innovative and practical approaches to
fisheries management, such as resource enhancement through the use of artificial reefs and
restocking. It has been with this mindset that the Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center
has developed an ongoing project aimed at developing regional capacity to design and implement
resource enhancement activities for the long-term sustainability of our fisheries resources.
Rapidly declining fish stocks and populations, particularly in tropical small-scale coastal fisheries,
are usually attributed to two factors: over-fishing and the deterioration of ecosystems, which are
critical for sustaining coastal fish populations.
As noted during the ASEAN-SEAFDEC Millennium Conference, the widespread degradation of
coastal and marine habitats has greatly affected the productivity of fisheries, and reduced their
contribution to local food security. Measures to stop or even reverse these trends are urgently
required, and methodologies to restore and enhance coastal aquatic habitats need to be explored
and developed. In the Resolution on Sustainable Fisheries for Food Security in the ASEAN
Region, adopted at the Millennium Conference, ministers responsible for fisheries in the ASEAN
Region recommended to “work towards the conservation and rehabilitation of aquatic habitats
essential to enhancing fisheries resources.” The Plan of Action for ASEAN, formulated during the
Conference, reflects this ministerial recommendation by including the optimization of the use of
“inshore waters through resource enhancement programmes.”
Following the ministerial recommendations of the Millennium Conference and based on the Plan
of Action, SEAFDEC subsequently designed several corresponding programmes to address overfishing and the deterioration of ecosystems through the promotion of innovative fisheries
management approaches. With the aim of promoting the establishment of sustainable fisheries,
programmes include decentralization and the introduction of rights-based fisheries as well as a
programme to enhance coastal fisheries resources. This resource enhancement programme seeks
to develop strategies to carefully modify coastal habitats in order to restore or increase their
SEAFDEC/TD
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productivity. The feasibility, the potential ecological impacts and the socio-economic consequences
of such efforts are the focus areas of SEAFDEC’s present resource enhancement programme.
Strategies to enhance coastal fisheries resources were discussed at various SEAFDEC regional
workshop. Discussion focused on the various methodologies and techniques for resource
enhancement suggested at the Millennium Conference, notably artificial reefs, stationary fishing
gear, restocking programmes, marine protected areas, rehabilitation of mangroves, sea grass,
coral reef, wetlands and freshwater reservoirs, etc.
Abundant fish resources and sustainable fisheries depend on a healthy and productive marine
environment, with habitats providing optimal conditions for fish to reproduce. The widespread
degradation of coastal ecosystems has severely affected the ability of marine organisms to
maintain plentiful stocks. Resource enhancement strategies aim to restore the productivity of
these damaged habitats to their former levels, and even to further increase the ecosystem’s
natural production capacity. This will be achieved through careful responsible interventions and
manipulations, which try to ensure that habitat conditions are the most favorable for fish
reproduction.
Modifications to increase the productivity of aquatic eco-systems have a long history. For many
centuries, fishers the world over have altered coastal ecosystems to increase fish catch and
production. The most prominent of habitat manipulations are the deployment of artificial reefs
(ARs), or fish attracting devices (FADs). Other structures have been used to grow and culture
valuable marine products like mussels and oysters, or simply to trap fish. Traditionally, the main
purpose of structures such as ARs or stationary fishing gear has been to increase catch and
production of fish and other aquatic organisms, but it is now recognized that they may also
contribute to the general enhancement of the coastal marine environment by providing suitable
substrate and habitats for bottom dwelling and other marine organisms.
Resource Enhancement Programmes in the Region
ASEAN-SEAFDEC member countries promoted several programmes on resources
enhancement. The objective of programmes can be used for various purposes, and that may have
various conflicting impacts on the coastal marine environment and fisheries resources. Generally,
activities promoted by SEAFDEC Member Countries focus on the following objectives:
 ڧTo mitigate habitat losses caused by natural disasters and human activities
 ڧTo improve marine productivity and the biodiversity of coastal resources
 ڧTo increase fish catch in coastal waters
 ڧTo provide physical obstructions against the invasion of trawlers into coastal areas
 ڧTo provide productive and alternative near-shore fishing areas to small-scale fishermen,
and
 ڧTo promote sustainable livelihoods such as ecotourism and small-scale selective fishing in
SEAFDEC/TD
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the use of coastal marine resources.
An overview of ARs, FADs and SFGs
As mentioned above, the deployment of artificial reefs to increase fish catch has a long history.
Fishers have long been aware that any kind of structure in the water attracts fish. Trees and tree
trunks, rocks, bamboo, and old fishing boats have all often been used to create such structures
and enhance fishing. With the introduction of modern technologies and materials, fishers started
to experiment with structures made of used car tyres, concrete, PVC pipes and other materials
which promised to be durable enough to withstand currents and wave actions for a long period of
time.
A reef is defined as “a ridge of coral or rock in a body of water, with the top just below or just above
the surface,” (Encarta, World English Dictionary, 1999) so structures similarly placed by fishers
are usually called ‘artificial reefs.’ Floating structures made from bamboo and other materials,
which also have a long tradition in creating gathering points for fish, commonly known in the
region as ‘payao,’ are usually not considered to be artificial reefs, but are referred to as “Fish
Aggregating Devices” (FADs). Following this characterization, one can see that all ARs are FADs,
while not all FADs are ARs, so explaining the difficulty of distinguishing the two categories. Some
countries, like Malaysia, therefore differentiate between ARs and FADs, by referring to their
purpose: FADs are installed in order to attract fish and to increase the catch; ARs are installed to
rehabilitate a degraded or disturbed coral reef area, and to increase fish abundance.
Unlike floating devices, ARs not only attract fish but also provide substrate and habitats for many
benthic, sessile and demersal marine organisms. Among the ASEAN-SEAFDEC Member
Countries, Japan is the most experienced and advanced at utilizing ARs to maximize fisheries
production through designing specific ARs as habitats, spawning grounds and shelters for specific
species. Other countries in the region have tried to learn from the Japanese experience, and have
developed similar artificial reef programmes, but often the investment necessary for assembling
such ARs is beyond the budgetary priorities of the economically weaker countries. Nevertheless,
with growing concern about environmental degradation and habitat loss, ARs made from cheap
and affordable materials have become a common tool for trying to rehabilitate essential coastal
habitats such as coral reefs in many countries of the region.
The success or failure of an artificial reef programme can be measured only in relation to its main
purposes. Case studies of AR projects from all over the Southeast Asian region show that several
objectives can often be attributed to the installation of ARs. Usually aimed at increasing fish
catches for local fishermen, ARs are often deployed to protect shallow coastal waters from the
damaging effects of trawl net operations. The widespread degradation of coral reefs has also led to
the deployment of ARs to create an environment that is conducive to the recovery of coral reefs
areas.
SEAFDEC/TD
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Stationary Fishing Gear (SFG) is included in this discussion on ways to enhance coastal fisheries
resources, because their complex assemblage not only serves as a tool to catch fish but, like ARs,
they also provide substrate and shelter for many bottom dwelling aquatic plants and animals.
The growth of benthic organisms on structures like ARs and SFGs is often very impressive, and
their supporters take this as a proof of their capacity to improve coastal ecosystem productivity
and enhance coastal fisheries resources.
Yet critics often point out that it is not clear to what extent all these structures, especially ARs,
actually induce recruitment of more fish to the fishery. They argue that ARs and other structures
may actually cause an acceleration of resource depletion, since fish attracted to and gathering
around these structures can be caught much easier, draining areas around the ARs of their fish.
To avoid this, it is been suggested that ARs, FADs and SFGs should be installed under a strict
management system. Both the fishing effort around these structures and the number of such
structures in a given area need to be regulated. In some Member Countries, there are initiatives
to allow the installation of ARs only within a no-fishing zone of Marine Protected Areas or in
Marine Parks. Under an open-access regime, the potential benefits of all these tools may be
quickly dissipated by unregulated fishing activities.
The Art of Deploying Artificial Reefs
It is therefore important to carefully choose the right location for the installation of AR structures.
Common sense alone tells us that ARs have to be set in areas where the substrate can support
the structures – if the sea bottom is too muddy or sandy, the AR may slowly sink into the ground.
To be of any use as a fishing ground for local fishers, ARs must be installed in near-shore areas,
accessible to small, traditional crafts. If set in too deep water or too far from the shore, fishers will
not be able to take full advantage of the potential benefits of the ARs. Meanwhile, ARs installed in
very shallow waters may obstruct navigation, will be subjected to wave action, and will be prone
to be ruined by storms. In areas of high sedimentation and siltation, ARs may soon be covered by
silt. In such conditions, corals and other sensitive sessile organisms may not be able to settle,
because of poor light conditions or because of the abrasive effects of the sediments in the water.
ARs should be carefully designed, not only to meet modern engineering standards of durability
and stability, but – of much greater importance – to imitate as closely as possible the natural
environment and habitats. While researchers and marine scientists point out that each specific
purpose of an AR requires a corresponding specific design, in reality ARs are often established
with little or no ecological consideration, and often without any prior consultation with marine
biologists. Case studies from the Southeast Asian region show that local political considerations
are often more important in designing and implementing AR programmes than ecological
considerations. Usually, the driving force behind such programmes is the promise of a short-term
increase in fish catch, while the potential long-term effects and sustainability play only minor
roles in the rationale and justification for these programmes.
SEAFDEC/TD
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Overview of ARs Programmes Activities in ASEAN-SEAFDEC Member Countries.
BRUBEI DARUSSALAM
In 1985, Brunei started using ARs as artificial habitats to lure fish; there was also some studies on
the material uses, e.g. used tires, oil pipes. At present, the ARs project is concentrated on using
prefabricated concrete pyramidal structures. The small reef unit measuring 2.5x2.5 m2 was used
for shallow areas, the larger triangular pyramid measuring 6x4 m2 for deeper areas. Concrete
triangular pyramid type use for protection and as a barrier against illegal fishing gear.
Objectives of ARs Project in Brunei Darussalam
1) Provide protection to restricted/prohibited areas from encroachment by fishing trawlers,
2) To enhance the productivity of the coastal waters,
3) To provide alternative sites for the rapidly expanding eco-tourism industry.
CAMBODIA
Artificial reefs program were initiated in Cambodia in 1991, 1997 and 2002 using concrete
modules and base/log of trees. In 1991, 300 units of concrete were deployed, and in 1997, 700 units
of base/log of tree were used with a further 100 units deployed in 2002. These were deployed at
depth at less than 10m into fish sanctuaries in the Great Lake Tonle Sap (Inland water) and were
aimed to provide habitats and improve fish stock. In the past, there was less concern about
artificial reefs in marine waters. Traditionally, fishermen use tree bunches, bushes or/and water
hyacinth to make a brush park or bundles to attract and collect fish and shrimp. These fishing
methods provide habitat, improve fish stock and also constitute a type of ARs. First implement
concrete ARs in 2003 and still in preparation stages. Objective of using ARs for protection of the
coastal areas and also to enhance the biodiversity. There are some ongoing activities to attempt at
fresh water species enhancement by putting rock and tree trunks in the Great Lakes.
INDONESIA
ARs used range from concrete frames and old or confiscated pedicabs (use of pedicabs now
discontinued) There are three type of nuclei for ARs model using in Indonesia as following;
1) Modular with slight betoon ;
Modular cube shape, Modular flipper shape, Modular flipper shape,
2) Model Halter and Dome
3) Pyramid model
Objectives of ARs for Indonesia
There are two main reasons why ARs are made:
1) to promote coral reef biodiversity and 
2) to promote regional economic growth.
In 1999, the Marine Habitat Enhancement Program at Minahasa of North Sulawesi conducted
the Reef Ball Project with the largest of its kind conducted by the private sector to date. Since
SEAFDEC/TD
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1999 at Minahasa, approximately 3000 Reef Balls have been deployed at three main locations,
demonstrating that significant artificial reef initiation can be achieved in a relatively short time
span.
During June 2000 to March 2001, at Pemuteran Bay, Bali, leading the way in conservation is
experimenting with a radical new approach to artificial reef construction by means of ‘Mineral
Accretion’ to literally grow their own reefs. Mineral Accretion is a chemical process pioneered and
patented by Professor Wolf Hilbertz and Dr. Tom Goreau, two marine scientists. These very
scientists offered to be on hand personally and spearhead the project to train, educate, build and
place these artificial reefs right in the ocean in Pemuteran Bay. All construction was carried out
using locally available materials and skills. This novel technology uses electricity to ‘grow’
limestone rock on artificial reef frames and increase growth rates of corals and other reef
organisms. Two electrodes, supplied with low-voltage direct current, are submerged in sea water.
Electrolytic reactions at the cathode cause minerals naturally present in sea water to build up. At
the same time, a wide range of organisms on or near the growing substrate are affected by
electrochemically changed conditions, shifting their growth rates. Living corals are carefully
collected and transplanted onto the structures by attaching with wires or wedged between steel
bars. These corals are quickly cemented into place by the growing minerals forming all over the
structure’s surface.
LAO PDR
There are no ARs programmes in Lao PDR. However, there are some ongoing activities to
attempt at fresh water species enhancement by putting rock and tree trunks in the reservoir and
Mekong river basin.
MALAYSIA
Up to the year 1990’s, Department of Fisheries has deployed 3,000,000 tyres as artificial reefs.
Deployment of tyre reefs has stop after the launched of 1987 artificial reefs in Pulau Pontian
Johor. During 1990 to 2004, Department of Fisheries Malaysia started to deploy pre-fabricated
concrete and PVC reefs for special purpose artificial reefs for example for Lobster and squid. In
2000, Reef ball was promoted to Malaysia.
Malaysia are pursues an extensive ARs programme. ARs leads to an increase in fish stock and a
decrease in illegal encroachment, however some points need to be considered such as suitable site
selection and ARs design. Intensive research and development of ARs between 2006-2009, six
innovative, large-size ARs weighing between 5 to 19 metric tons were developed. These were
named cube ARs, Cuboids ARs, Solf bottom ARs, Lobster ARs, Recreation ARs and Tetrapod
ARs.

SEAFDEC/TD
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(1)General Objective of ARs for Malaysia
1) To create fishery resources areas in zone A
2) To stop trawlers encroaching into zone A (traditional fishing area)
3) To create an area for recreational fishing activities
4) To enhance fishery resources around the artificial reefs
(2)Parties involved in development of artificial reefs in Malaysia are composed of following
agencies;
1)Department of Fisheries Malaysia (officially since 1975)
2)Local Fishermen (not recorded)
3)LKIM (Fisheries Development Board, since 1990’s)
4)Universities and Local Governments
5)NGOs for example diving club
(3)Type of Artificial Reefs in Malaysia
1)Used Materials; FAD’s bamboo, coconut leaves, sand bags, Scuttled boats, tyre
2)Pre-fabricated; concrete cubes, pyramids, PVC’s, jetties, oil rigs
(4)Budget for development of ARs programs (from 7th to 9th Malaysia Plan)
1)7th MP (1996-2000) : RM 2,751,953
2)8th MP (2001-2005) : RM 2,524,344
3)9th MP (2006-2010 : RM 8,410,000
MYANMAR
Department of Fisheries Myanmar has accepted using artificial reefs for marine aquatic
resources restoration and enhancement. DOF Myanmar has considered to make an effort for
being used ARs with suitable materials, design at suitable place in Myanmar marine waters.
However, Myanmar marine fisheries were not so developed in the part and, therefore,
exploitation on marine fishes has no been reached to unsustainable level. Lack of knowledge on
the role of ARs among public is a fact to be considered although their participation in
establishment of ARs is important. ARs have not been established yet because of a lack of
technology and financial support. However, DOF intend to expand to potential measures for
resources enhancement by ARs.
THE PHILIPPINES
The Philippines started ARS installation in 1981 with 70 small-size ARs along its coast.
Philippines formulated various management and conservation programs and policies such as; the
Coral Garden Project, Strengthening of the “Bantay-Dagat Program”, implementation of the
Monitoring Control and Surveillance (MCS) Program, and the establishment of the Fisheries and
Aquatic Resource Management Council (FARMC).
The programme aims to attain the following objectives:
1) To conserve, manage and rehabilitate damaged reefs in the identified sites/areas in the
Philippines;
SEAFDEC/TD
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2) To uplift the standard of living conditions of the fisherfolk in the local fishing communities;
3) To identify and promote resource enhancement activities (i.e. stock enhancement, FADs,
ARs, SFGs).
SINGAPORE
The earliest ARs project was initiated in late 1980s under the USAID/ASEAN Coastal Resources
Management Program. Several site were identified for placing ARs. In 1989 the National
University of Singapore started conducting first research on ARs under the USAID/ASEAN
project. The objective of the project was to monitor the effect of ARs using different kinds of
materials like tyres, hollow concrete modules, fiber-glass, and also different constructions. These
were deployed at depths of 15m adjacent to a national patch reef (Terumbu Pempang Tengah)
west of Pulau Huntu. The purpose was to test the effectiveness at restoring and enhancing fish
communities. Observation indicated growth of a layer of filamentous algae over the surface of
materials within the first few weeks. This was followed by a diversity of encrusting organisms
such as hydroids, tunicates, barnacles, developing on the concrete modules but not on the tyre
modules.
The National University of Singapore and Singapore Tourism Board initiated a research project
in 2001on the use of artificial reefs to promote coastal tourism. As Singapore reefs are shallow,
fringing and not extending deeper than 10m, the earlier concrete and tyre reefs were unsuitable
and cannot be placed in shallow waters as they required a large vessel for deployment. A specially
fabricated module, termed as “Reef Enhancement Unit” (REU) are made of fiberglass coated with
sand and calcium carbonate to roughen the exterior surface and a suitable settlement substrate to
coral recruits.
VIETNAM
ARs are recognized to play very important role in resources enhancement. In the initial stage of
implementing ARs. In 2003-2004, ARs is strongly motivated by Research Institute for Marine
Fisheries (RIMF). It is creating an ARs in HaLong Bay in an attempt to check the possibility of
recovery of the reef and proper methods in building ARs in this high turbidity area.
THAILAND
To strengthen the habitats for coastal fisheries the Thai Department of Fisheries launched a
Small Scale Fisheries Development Project under the National Social and Economic
Development Plan VI (1988-1992) from 1988 until 2003. The project comprised three aspects for
development: 1. Coastal Small Scale Fisheries Development, 2. Artificial Reef Installation and 3.
Fishery Resource Rehabilitation. The project aimed to conserve areas for marine and
environmental resources in both the Gulf of Thailand and Andaman Sea; in each province at
least 50 km2 would be designated as fishing ground for small scale fishers and in at least 25,000
m2 in order to reduce conflicts and poverty.
SEAFDEC/TD
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During 1979–1985 the installation of artificial reefs was experimented on material, structure,
installation technique and duration of ARs for further development in order to achieve the
maximum benefit. The results of the ARs installation were accepted by fishers and the resources
were recovered. The biodiversity of the marine lives inhabited in the ARs areas consisted of more
than fifty species which were recognized as the same species to those inhibited in the natural coral
reefs. The best structure for ARs was square concrete tube that lasted longer than other types.
However, the fish species and fish production around different ARs structures were almost the
same. Another important objective of installing the ARs was to obstruct the trawlers and push
netters to fish near shore and around ARs.
The Department of Fisheries has allocated a considerable amount of its annual budget to develop
the artificial reef installation, and the DOF will continuously provide ARs for fishers upon their
requests. However, more indicators are needed to evaluate ARs’ benefit for conservation purpose
in co-management for resource sustainability, fisher awareness, and socio-economic benefit for
local fishers.
The objectives of this finding are as follow:
To analyze the fishery situation around ARs
To assess the socio-economic benefit of fishers living around ARs site
To evaluate the small scale fisher’s attitude for ARs installation
To learn the practices in Petchaburi province as a case study for ARs installation.
However, any type of artificial reefs that lead to the rehabilitation of the resources may be useful.
There is no limit in ARs structure, material used, size; other structures achieve any of those
objectives is recognized as ARs.
Developments on ARs in Thailand were divide into two phase;
1) Research and development period is during 1979-1985.
2) Construction and installation period is during 1985- present.
Since, 1985 to 2009, small site ARs (1-2 Km2) were installed for 329 site cover the areas of 493
Km2 in 18 province with the budget of 827 million Baht. Large site ARs (20-30 Km2) were
installed for 33 site cover the area of 1,442 Km2 for 19 province with budget of 568 million Baht.
Objective of ARs installation in Thailand;
1) To rehabilitate the coastal fishing ground,
2) To develop and extend job opportunity and to increase small scale fisher income,
3) To promote conservation measures and manage the coastal fisheries,
4) To reduce conflicts among fishers and resources user.

SEAFDEC/TD
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Thailand focuses mainly on the deployment of ARs. Mass ARs installation in the Southern of Gulf
of Thailand project that is under the Royal Initiation of Her Majesty the Queen. Materials used
for the construction of ARs are used goods train wagons, concrete blocks and concrete pipes.
SEAFDEC Training Department
Fish Aggregating Devices (FADs) are used to lure fish to gather in a large quantity and it is
recognized as one type of ARs. FADs are usually placed at the surface or mid-depth of sea water.
These FADs are placed to lure fish for efficient capture purpose. FADs originated from small
scale fishers in the Oceanic Pacific countries and they also called “Payao”. Payao is composed of
floating bamboo raft and anchored by weight under the raft. Tree branches and coconut palm
leaves are used as fish shelter especially for small fish. The big fish are lured to feed on these small
fish. At present, Payao is commonly used in the Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand. The model
for FADs varies in each country based usually on local and cheap materials to make FADs such
as bamboo and tree branches, coconut palm leaves. The most expensive parts of FADs are
anchors and chains. Payao used to lure tuna in the Philippines is placed at site depth more than
2,000 m. These FADs can be used to lure yellow fin tuna and the fishers capture tuna by purse
seine. The small scale fishers used small size Payao and caught small size fish.
SEAFDEC conducted program on “Rehabilitation of Fisheries Resources and Habitats/Fishing
Grounds through Resource Enhancement during 2001 to 2005. The program activities composed
of experiment on the suitable designs/models of the resources enhancement tools in collaboration
with the member countries. One of the resources enhancement tool introduced is modify FADs
(so call “Floating Artificial Reefs or Fish Enhance Devices, FEDs”) for using in coastal areas. The
devices are designed and construct by using synthetic fiber for last long durability in the sea water.
The first designed was using plastic drum 200 litters as surface floating unit connected with
vertical polypropylene rope. The appendage rope, (1.5 m), were connected along the vertical rope
for every 1 m interval from surface to bottom. Concrete anchor 250 kg was attached at the bottom
end of vertical rope for fixing the FEDs into the bottom. FEDs were first introduced to fishing
community group in Chumporn and Prachubkirikhan province, southern part of Thailand. The
FEDs units could be supported as floating artificial reefs after the coral and bio-fauna grooving on
them. Second designed FEDs, with hole unit immersing 3m under water surface, was introduce
to various fishing community in Thailand (Phuket, Chumporn, Cholburi, and Surathani
province), Malaysia (Langkavi island) and Philippines (Tangalan).
Reference;
Ahmad bin Ali et all. 2010. Proceedings of Workshop on Artificial Reefs for the Enhancement of
Fishery Resources. SEAFDEC/FRA Joint Program Regarding Artificial Reefs for the
Enhancement of Fisheries Resources, Department of Fisheries , Malaysia.
Department of Fisheries. 2010. Artificial Reefs Position No 2. marine Fisheries Research and
Development Institute, Department of Fisheries Thailand.
SEAFDEC/TD
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Supongpan S. 2006. Artificial Reefs in Thailand. TD/TRB/74, SEAFDEC Training Department.
Thailand.
SEAFDEC/TD, 2004. Proceeding of The 1st Regional Workshop on Enhancing Coastal Resources:
Artificial Reefs, Stationary Fishing Gear Design and Construction and Marine Protected Areas.
TD/SP/32. SEAFDEC Training Department, Thailand.
SEAFDEC/TD, 2005. Proceeding of The 2nd Regional Workshop on Enhancing Coastal
Resources: Artificial Reefs in Southeast Asia. TD/SP/33. SEAFDEC Training Department ,
Thailand.
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Artificial Reefs in Malaysia – A Country Report
Zefrinus Wong
Department of Fisheries Sabah
Aras 4, Block B, Wisma Pertanian Sabah
Jalan Tasek Luyang (off Jalan Maktab Gaya)
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah 88624, Malaysia
Abstract
Malaysia has a total coastline of 4,809 km covering Peninsular Malaysia (2,031 km), Sarawak
(1,035 km) and Sabah (1,743 km) which are very rich in ecosystem characterized by extensive
coral reefs and dense mangrove forest. However, due to overfishing and environmental
degradation, the coastal fisheries resources are now declining. One of the strategies to overcome
this problem is through the introduction of Artificial reefs (AR) to the coastal waters.
Artificial reefs program was first started in Malaysia in 1975, aimed to promote fish sanctuaries,
to recover seriously depleted coastal areas fisheries resources and to prevent the encroachment of
trawlers into the prohibited inshore areas. There were many types used such as used vehicle tires,
PVC pipes, fabricated reinforced concretes weighing 5-35 metric ton (concrete drainage culverts,
concrete pipes, cuboid concrete, soft-bottom AR, hard-bottom AR, lobster AR, tetrapod AR),
ceramic cylindrical sewerage pipes, old wooden boats, reef balls and sinking oil rig platform.
However, large artificial reefs made from concrete are found to be more durable and efficient in
enhancing the recovering depleting fish population. More than 22 fishes species, lobsters, squids,
sharks, turtle and other marine organisms such as algae, sponges, tunicates, anemones, soft
corals, sea fan and bivalve mollusk were found to aggregate and shelter in the artificial reef sites.
Placement / deployment of artificial are done in Marine Protected Areas / Marine Parks ( no take
zones) and others coastal waters (no take and take zones) in depth of 11-25m.
In 2009, Department of Fisheries Sabah initiated the co-management approach in Sabah to
enhance the monitoring and fishing activities within the artificial reefs sites. Under this approach,
the local fishermen are empowered to protect and manage the artificial reefs sites from any illegal
fishing such bombing and cyanide fishing by illegal fishermen. The protection of the sites are reenforced and supported by the local Enforcement Unit of Fisheries department, Marine Police
and the Malaysia Maritimes Enforcement Agency. Local fishermen are not allowed to use gill net
or fish trap but only fish angling are allowed within the artificial sites for the purpose of
sustaining the fish population in the artificial site. This approach has greatly protected the
artificial sites from overfishing and benefited the local coastal fishermen.
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In general, the artificial reef program in Malaysia has achieved its objective in helping to recover
the depleting coastal fish population and has helped increase the catch and income of the
traditional coastal fishermen as well as deterring trawl-fishing boats from encroaching into the
coastal areas that have artificial reefs. However further R&D are needed in order to produce
cheaper but more durable and efficient artificial reefs that are capable in protecting young
juvenile marines organisms and to provide more niche for host of other marine organisms. More
capacity building for the fisheries staff and the local fishermen should also be provided. Lastly,
more funding should be given for this artificial reef program so that more artificial reefs can be
built and deployed to all the coastal waters of Malaysia.
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ƌƚŝĨŝĐŝĂů ZĞĞĨƐ ŝŶ DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ͗
 ŽƵŶƚƌǇ ZĞƉŽƌƚ ;ϭϵϳϱͲϮϬϭϬͿ

3. History and types of ARs used in Malaysia

AR project first introduced in Malaysia in 1975
From 1975-2010, the types of ARs used are:
1) Used vehicle tires
2) PVC pipes
3) Ceramic cylindrical sewerage pipes
4) Old boat
5) Reef ball
6) Old oil rig platform
7) Various concrete AR

ŚŵĂĚ ůŝ͕ :W,Z/E tKE'͕ DŽŚĂŵĞĚ WĂƵǌŝ ďĚƵůůĂŚ͕ ZĂĨĞǌŝ ,Ăǌŝǌŝ͕ZĂũĂ ŝĚŝŶ ZĂũĂ ,ĂƐƐĂŶ

Paper presented by Mr. Jephrin Wong at FRA-SEAFDEC Workshop on Artificial Reef,
11 November 2010, Tokyo, Japan

ϯ͘ϭ hƐĞĚ sĞŚŝĐůĞ ƚŝƌĞƐ Z ;ϭϵϳϱͲϭϵϵϱͿ

Presentation outline

1. Background  Malaysia profile

Pyramid module: 3 tyres/mod

2. Objectives of Malaysia AR project
3. History and types of AR used in Malaysia
4. Experienced of AR project in Sabah by presenter
5. Constraint and challenges
6. Future plans
7. Conclusion

Malaysia profile :
Pyramid modue: 42 tyres/module

1. Population : 28 millions
2. Malaysia consists of Peninsula Malaysia,
Sarawak & Sabah coastal length 4,809 km
3. Plenty of coral reef & mangrove forest
4. Fishery sector play important roles in
Malaysia economy in term of income,
foreign exchange, employment and
source of protein :






Create jobs to 130,000 fishermen
& Sabah has 23,763 fishermen ( 15,846
are traditional fishermen)
Per capita fish consumption : 50kg
Malaysia fish export value RM 2.43
billions (2005)
Contribute to Sabah seafood tourism

Malaysia

5. But now fish from coastal waters
declining due to overfishing & habitat
degradation
6. One of strategies to overcome this
problem is thru introduction of Artificial
Reef projects
Peninsula Malaysia

Sarawak

Sabah

2. Malaysias main objectives of AR projects are :
1. Resource enhancement and rehabilitation of depleting coastal
fishery resource ( because the coastal fishing areas are already
depleted due to overfishing and environmental degradation from
destruction of coral reefs and mangrove forest deforestation due
housing / agriculture/ aquaculture development)
2. Protection of fishing coastal grounds from trawl fishing : as
anti-trawling objects because there are many fishing trawlers
encroaching into coastal traditional fishing areas
3. Expansion of coastal fishing ground  with more artificial reef
sites, there will more fishing ground for the traditional coastal
fishermen
Chendering, !980s
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ϯ͘Ϯ͗ Ws ƌĞĞĨ ;ϭϵϴϵͲϭϵϵϮͿ
Transportation to site using pontoon
3.6 m

1.8 m

hŶƚŝů ĞŶĚ ŽĨ ϭϵϵϰ͕ Ă ƚŽƚĂů ŽĨ ϯ͕ ϭϴϴ͕ϰϳϰ ƚǇƌĞƐ ǁĂƐ ĐŽůůĞĐƚĞĚ͘
ϯ͕ϭϰϱ͕ϴϱϲ ǁĂƐ ƵƐĞĚ ƚŽ ďƵŝůĚ ZƐ Ăƚ ϳϱ ƐŝƚĞƐ

Construction failed: Rope broken, tyres scatted on sea floor
Pulau Cepu, Terengganu after 15 yrs

Deployment to AR site

During the Sixth Malaysia Plan (1991-1995), a bigger scale of ARs
project using PVC was established in 1991 near Pulau Perhentian
in Terengganu. A total of 100 units were deployed near Pulau
Perhentian Marine Park water in Terengganu at 18 m depth.

ϯ͘ϯ͗ ĞƌĂŵŝĐ ĐǇůŝŶĚƌŝĐĂů ƐĞǁĞƌĂŐĞ ƉŝƉĞƐ ;ϭϵϵϮͿ

/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ dǇƌĞ ZƐ hŶƚŝů ϭϵϵϰ ;^ƵŬĂƌŶŽ Ğƚ Ăů͕͘ ϭϵϵϰͿ
^ƚĂƚĞ

EŽ ŽĨ ƐŝƚĞ

dĞƌĞŶŐŐĂŶƵ

ϭϰ

WĂŚĂŶŐ

ϭϭ

:ŽŚŽƌ

ϭϭ

^ĂƌĂǁĂŬ

ϳ

<ĞĚĂŚ

ϲ

^ĂďĂŚ

ϲ

<ĞůĂŶƚĂŶ

ϱ

WƵůĂƵ WŝŶĂŶŐ

ϰ

WĞƌĂŬ

ϯ

^ĞůĂŶŐŽƌ

ϭ

DĞůĂŬĂ

ϭ

dŽƚĂů

ϲϵ

For lobster: Not successful due to low quality construction and wrong deployment site

Until end of 1995 a total 75 sites were established using 3,188,474 tyres
Peninsular Malaysia : 57 sites followed by Sarawak 10 sites and Sabah 8 sites.

ϭϵϵϱ ŶĚ ŽĨ dǇƌĞ ZĞĞĨ ŝŶ DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ

The rope broken during the deployment

 ĨƚĞƌ ϭϵϵϱ͕ ƚŚĞ ƵƐĞĚ ŽĨ ƚǇƌĞƐ ǁĂƐ ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚůǇ
ĚƌŽƉƉĞĚ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŶ ƚŽƚĂůůǇ ĨŽƌďŝĚĚĞŶ͕ ĚƵĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ
ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ďǇ ŵĂŶǇ ƉĂƌƚŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĂƵƚŽŵŽďŝůĞ ƚǇƌĞƐ ĂƌĞ
ůĞĂƐƚ ƐĂƚŝƐĨĂĐƚŽƌǇ ŝŶ ŵĂƌŝŶĞ ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ;ůĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ
ƚŽǆŝĐͿ͘
 ůƐŽ ŝƚ ĞĂƐŝůǇ ďĞŝŶŐ ĚĞƐƚƌŽǇĞĚ ďǇ ƚƌĂǁůĞƌƐ
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3.4: Confiscated Fishing vessels. Mostly illegal foreign trawlers

DĂŶǇ ĞƐŝŐŶƐ ĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ ZƐ

It was estimated that more than 2,000 fishing vessel were deployed in Malaysian
water as artificial reef at more than 50 sites. 198-1990.

ϭ͘
Ϯ͘
ϯ͘
ϰ͘
ϱ͘
ϲ͘
ϳ͘
ϴ͘

ZĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂů ZĞĞĨ
^ƋƵŝĚ ƌĞĞĨ
ŶƚŝͲƚƌĂǁůŝŶŐ ƌĞĞĨ ;ƚĞƚƌĂƉŽĚͿ
^ŽĨƚ ďŽƚƚŽŵ ƌĞĞĨ
^ŽĨƚ ďŽƚƚŽŵ ĂŶƚŝͲƚƌĂǁůŝŶŐ
>ŽďƐƚĞƌ ƌĞĞĨ
ƵďĞ ƌĞĞĨ
ƵďŽŝĚƐ ƌĞĞĨ

&ŝƌƐƚ ŵŽĚĞů ZĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶĂů ZƐ ;ϭϵϴϮͿ

3.5. Reefball

Deployed near Pulau Tioman in 1992
using 720 unit. A total of 80 modules were
constructed (9 units/module: 6 units on
base, 2 in the middle and 1 unit on the
top). Not very successful due to too depth
(30 meter).

Not very successful. Some structure broken and submerge into sea bottom

^ƋƵŝĚ ZĞĞĨ ;ϭϵϵϮͲϭϵϵϰͿ
Squid reef

Squid eggs

ϯ͘ϲ͗ ZĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞĚ ĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ Z ;ϭϵϴϲͲϮϬϭϬͿ
 dŚĞ ĨŝƌƐƚ ƉƌĞĨĂďƌŝĐĂƚĞ ZƐ ƵƐŝŶŐ ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞĚ ĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ ŝŶ
DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ ǁĂƐ ůĂƵŶĐŚĞĚ ŽŶ ϭϴ ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ ϭϵϴϲ ŶĞĂƌ WƵůĂƵ
WĂǇĂƌ͕ ŝŶ <ĞĚĂŚ͘

2007: 2nd soft bottom ARs
^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͗
ͻ ϯ͘Ϭ ŵ ǆ ϯ͘Ϭ ŵ ǆ ϯ͘ϲ ŵ ;ŚĞŝŐŚƚͿ

Total weigh: 19 mt

Column: 25 cm x 25 cm

Thickness of floor: 20 cm

Beam: 25 cm x 25 cm

Concrete mixture: Grade 50

Two type s of reefs; concrete drainage
culvert and concrete pipe were used.

With basement
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2010 : Soft bottom AR, weight >30 metric ton

Lobster ARs (2008)






Specifications:
1.65m x 1.65m x 1.65m
Weight: 5 mt
Beam: 20 cm x 20 cm
Concrete Grade 40, Column: 20 cm X 20 cm

ZĞĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶ ZƐ ;ϮϬϬϴͿ

2010 : Soft bottom AR Weight >30 metric ton

Specifications:
1.85m x 1.85m x 1.85m
Weight: 6 tonnes
Column: 20 cm x 20 cm
Floor: 20 cm
Base
Concrete Grade 40

dĞƚƌĂƉŽĚ ;ϮϬϬϴͿ

^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ
 Ϯ͘ϲϱϱŵ ǆ Ϯ͘ϲϱϱŵ ǆ Ϯ͘ϯϴϱŵ ŚĞŝŐŚƚ
 tĞŝŐŚƚ ͗ ϴ ŵƚ
 ŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ ŵŝǆƚƵƌĞ ͗ 'ƌĂĚĞ ϰϬ

ĚƵůƚ ĨŝƐŚ ŝŶƐŝĚĞ ƚŚĞ ƐŽĨƚ ďŽƚƚŽŵ ZƐ

3 yrs after deployment

Cuboid: 2006

^ƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ
ͻ
ͻ
ͻ
ͻ
ͻ
ͻ

^ŽĨƚ ŽƚƚŽŵ ZƐ ĂĨƚĞƌ ϯ ǇƌƐ

Ϯ͘Ϭ ŵ ǆ Ϯ͘Ϭ ŵ ǆ ϯ͘Ϭ ŵ ;ŚĞŝŐŚƚͿ
dŽƚĂů ǁĞŝŐŚ͗ ϭϬ ŵĞƚƌŝĐ ƚŽŶŶĞƐ
ŽůƵŵŶ͗ Ϯϱ Đŵ ǆ Ϯϱ Đŵ
dŚŝĐŬ ŽĨ ĨůŽŽƌ͗ Ϯϱ Đŵ
ĞĂŵ͗ ϯϬ Đŵ
ŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ ŵŝǆƚƵƌĞ 'ƌĂĚĞ ϰϬ
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^ŵĂůů ĨŝƐŚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ƵƉƉĞƌ ƐŝĚĞ ŽĨ ZƐ

ĞŵĞƌƐĂů ĨŝƐŚ ŶĞĂƌ ƵďŽŝĚƐ ZƐ

Impacts OF Artificial Reef TAGAL

>ŽďƐƚĞƌ ŝŶ ƐŝĚĞ >ŽďƐƚĞƌ ZƐ

Plentiful of fish at the ARTIFICIAL REEF SITES

After 6 months

^ƉŝŶǇ ůŽďƐƚĞƌ ŶĞĂƌ >ŽďƐƚĞƌ ZƐ

Grouper
Sweetlips

'ƌĞĞŶ dƵƌƚůĞ ƌĞƐƚŝŶŐ ŶĞĂƌ ƚĞƚƌĂƉŽĚ ZƐ ĚƵƌŝŶŐ
ŝŶƚĞƌͲŶĞƐƚŝŶŐ ƉĞƌŝŽĚ

4. Sabah Artificial Reef Program 2009-2010
1. Placement AR and management of AR sites
 AR site must be approved by Marine Dept or Port & Harbor
Authority
 AR site 1-3 miles from nearest fishing villages easier to
monitor by local fishermen
 Water depth 12-30m during lowest tide
 Bottom soil hard
 AR sites protected under Co-Management or Communitybased resource management. Local fishing village must form
AR Village Committee to monitor and protect AR from illegal
fishing ( bombing, cyanide, netting..)
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Fishing rules, ownership and management of AR sites in Sabah

Fisheries dept meeting with the AR Village Committee, Village head, Marine
Police, District officer, Representative of state assembly / parliament, etc
prior AR deployment to the sea

1. Zoning AR sites:
 AR Green zone - fishing allowed
 AR Red zone - fishing is not allowed ( as fish sanctuary )
2. Only AR Committee & local fishermen allowed to fish in AR sites
3. Only hand line fishing allowed
4. All Fishing net (gill-net, trammel .. ) and fish traps not allowed
5. Fish less 300gm must be release back into the sea / AR site

Map 13 districts in Sabah have concrete artificial reef projects 2009- 2010

9
8
7
6
11

5
4
2

Cuboid concrete in Sabah ( year 2009-2010)
size 1.85m x 1.80m x 1.80m = weight 6 mt / module

13 districts :
1. Sipitang
2. Kuala Penyu
3. Beaufort
4. Papar
5. Putatan
6. Kota Kinabalu
7. Tuaran
8. Kota Belud
9. Kudat
10. Pitas
11. Sandakan
12. Lahad Datu
13. Tawau

10

1.80m

3

1
1.85m

12

13

PLACEMENT AND ZONING ARTIFICIAL REEF
SITES IN SABAH

Cement Cuboid Artficial Reef ( Cement Grade 40, expected last 50 year
under seas water ) ( size 1.85m x 1.80m x 1.80m = weight > 6 tonnes / module )

Fishing Village

1  3 km

0.5-1.0 km

(Green Zone)

(Red Zone)

Official launching ceremony of new artificial reef project in Sabah
normally by a Minister or local politician

Fisheries dept. meeting with
local fishermen and
community leaders to brief
about the AR project before
approving the AR project near
their village
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&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂů ^ŽƵƌĐĞ ;DŽƐƚůǇ ĨƌŽŵ &ĞĚĞƌĂů 'ŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚͿ

Deployment placement of new artificial reef project in Sabah witness
by local fishermen and community leaders

Malaysia Program

Duration

Budget (RM)

RMK 3

1976-1980

116,000

RMK4

1981-1985

524,000

RMK 5

1986-1990

8,240,000

RMK 6

1991-1995

9,400,000

RMK 7

1996-2000

2,751,953

RMK 8

2001-2005

2,524,344

RMK 9

2006-2010

8,410,000

Economic stimulate package

2009-2010

15,000,000

Recreation

2006-2010

2,000,000

dŽƚĂů

ϭϵϳϲͲϮϬϭϬ

ϰϴ͕ϵϲϲ͕Ϯϵϳ

ZD<ͲϭϬ

ϮϬϭϭͲϮϬϭϮ

EŽ ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ

Deployment placement of new artificial reef project in Sabah witness
by local fishermen and community leaders

6. Future plans
 To Formulate policy and law / rules on AR program for Malaysia
 To gazette AR sites
 To train more staff on AR
 To do more monitoring and R&D
 To build more better designed AR and deploy to all suitable sites
in Malaysia

ϳ͘ ŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐ

Patrolling and protection of artificial project sites in Sabahsupported by
Marine Police and other enforcement agencies

ϭ͘ dŚĞ DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ Z ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ ŚĂǀĞ ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚ ŝƚƐ ŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ŝŶ ĞŶŚĂŶĐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ
ĚĞƉůĞƚĞĚ ĐŽĂƐƚĂů ĨŝƐŚ ƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ Z ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ ƐŝƚĞƐ
Ϯ͘ /ƚ ŝƐ ŽďƐĞƌǀĞĚ ďŝŐ ĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ Z ŝƐ ŵŽƌĞ ĚƵƌĂďůĞ ĂŶĚ ŵŽƌĞ ĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ŝŶ
ĞŶŚĂŶĐŝŶŐ ĐŽĂƐƚĂů ĨŝƐŚ ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞ ďƵƚ ĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞ Z ŵŽƌĞ ĞǆƉĞŶƐŝǀĞ ĂŶĚ
DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ Ɛƚŝůů ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ĚĞƐŝŐŶ ďĞƚƚĞƌ ĂŶĚ ĐŚĞĂƉĞƌ Z ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂŶ ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚ ũƵǀĞŶŝůĞ
ĨŝƐŚ ĂŶĚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ŵĂƌŝŶĞ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐŵƐ
ϯ͘ DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ ŝƐ ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ŝŶ ƚƌĂŝŶĞĚ ŵĂŶƉŽǁĞƌ ŽŶ Z ĂŶĚ ŚŽƉĞ :ĂƉĂŶĞƐĞ
ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ ĐĂŶ ŚĞůƉ ŽŶ ƚŚŝƐ
ϰ͘ dŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ Ɛƚŝůů ŵĂŶǇ Z ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ĚĞƉůŽǇĞĚ ƚŽ ŵĂŶǇ ĐŽĂƐƚĂů ƐŝƚĞƐ ŝŶ
DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ ĂŶĚ ŵŽƌĞ ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ ĂƌĞ ŶĞĞĚĞĚ ; ŝŶ ϭϬƚŚ DĂůĂǇƐŝĂ ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ WůĂŶ
ϮϬϭϭͲϮϬϭϱͿ

5. Constraint and challenges in AR program
 lack of both manpower and trained in AR
program to do R&D and monitoring works

Thank You

 AR projects are costly especially using concrete
AR and there is lack of funding in AR program
( 2012-2012)
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Artificial Reefs in Thailand
Nopparattana Ruangpatikorn
Marine Fisheries Research and Development Bureau
Department of Fisheries, Thailand
Abstract
The artificial reefs installation program began in 1970s and is currently being taken
responsibility and duty to construct artificial reefs in Thailand by Department of Fisheries,
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. The main objectives of the artificial reefs installation
were to rehabilitate the coastal fishing ground and develop and extend job opportunity and to
increase small-scale fisher income. The Department of Fisheries has installed artificial reefs
altogether 334 sites for small-scaled artificial reefs, totally covered 478 km2 by 673 million Baht
and 33 sites for large-scaled artificial reefs, totally covered 1,435 km2 by 568 million Baht since
1985 to 2010.
The artificial reef installation project would be a long term engagement, which is expected
to play a key role in future fisheries development of Thailand. The Department of Fisheries has
allocated a considerable amount of its annual budget to develop the artificial reef installation, and
will continuously provide artificial reefs for fishers upon their requests. However, more indicators
are needed to evaluate artificial reefs’ benefit for conservation purpose in co-management for
resources sustainability, fisher awareness and socio-economic benefit for local fishers.

1. Introduction
Thailand has coastline of 2,625 km of coastal area and sea bottom along the coast
especially in the Gulf of Thailand is large continental shelf and suitable for fishing. The production
of fisheries in Thailand had been ranked as one of the top ten countries in the world since 1975. In
the year 2007, the total of fisheries production accounted for 3,675,400 metric tons. The fishery
production is utilized for local consumption and for exporting to foreign countries. The latter
amounted to 1,965,183 metric tons with a value at 205,866 million Baht in 2007
At present there are many problems concerning the marine fishery activities in the
country, such as overexploitation of marine resources in the Gulf of Thailand by medium and
small-sized trawlers, and the return of large-sized trawlers from international water as result of
the enforcement of EEZ’s claimed by neighboring countries. The main problem is that the near
shore areas those within the 3 km boundary from the shore are the most seriously over fished.
Although there is a regulation covering the conservation of marine resources in the Gulf of
Thailand, especially the area within 3 km from shore issued by the Department of Fisheries
prohibiting trawlers and push netters from intruding into the coastal area, it is often ignored by
the fishermen. It is not possible to effectively enforce the regulation.
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Artificial reefs project as a tool for marine fisheries conservation with the reefs providing
protection for marine living resources was initiated by the government. The reefs have the
potential to increase fish and shellfish production. Moreover, the artificial reefs could effectively
obstruct the operation of the trawler and push netter fleet. This would bring greater opportunity
for the small-scale fishermen who comprise 8 percent of the total fishermen in the country and
reply upon inexpensive fishing gear using small boat with limited operating range.
2. Artificial reefs construction in Thailand
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives take responsibility
and duty to construct artificial reefs in Thailand. The government has distributed annual budget
for construct cost since 1985. From the 6 th national socioeconomic development plan in 1987, the
project of artificial reefs construction was started until now.
Before the artificial reef construction project began, there were many artificial reefs
experimental studies done by Marine Fisheries Station, Department of Fisheries. Using both
natural and man made materials such as rock, wood, used tires and concrete tube to build for reef
modules in various shapes. Other reef materials were designed concrete block in pyramid shape
and simple dice block. The result showed its potential to develop for fishery resource enhancement,
better fishing ground for small-scale fisheries.
On the early of artificial reef construction project from 1985-1986, used tires and concrete
pipe were mostly used and installed by dropping from sea surface. With the few experience of
artificial reef construction, most of the reef block were scattered in wide area, less fish aggregating,
sunken in muddy bottom, damaged by pair trawl net boat and made troubles to gill net fishing
gear of small-scale fisheries. Artificial reefs construction area within 3 km from shore, where push
net and trawl net were prohibited, which one objective was to be an obstacle material for those
illegal fishing.
In 1987, designed concrete dice block that dimension size of one meter was used. The reef
blocks were installed in smaller area of 6 km2 of each village site, divided into small groups at the
corner and mid-length of the edge and one or two large group at the center for better fish
aggregating and reducing gill net damaged.
From 1988-1991 of the 6th national socio-economic development plan, there were two
types of artificial reef construction. 1) Small area artificial reef construction of 3-6 km2 for each
village site aimed for better fishing ground of small scale fisheries. Reef block was concrete dice
block that dimension size on 1.0 m. 2) Large area artificial reef construction of 50 km2 for each
province site aimed for fisheries resources enhancement and better fishing ground of fishery
communities. Reef block composed of concrete dice block with dimension size of 1.0 m in large
group and 1.5 and or, 2.0 m in small group lining around.
From 1992-1996 of the 7 th national socio-economic development plan, two type of artificial
reef construction were continued with some improvement in installation plan. 1) Small area
artificial reef construction decrease area into 0.5 km2 for each village site. Concrete dice block
which dimension size of 1.0 m in large group at center and 1.5 m in small group at comer and mid
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length. 2) Large area artificial reef construction concrete dice block which dimension size of 1.0 m
in large group for better fishing ground and 1.5 m in small group lining around.
From 1997-2001 of the 8th national socio-economic development plan, two type of artificial
reef construction were continued with some improvement in installation plan. 1) Small area
artificial reef construction improve area into 1.0 km2 for each village site. Only concrete dice block
which dimension size of 1.5 m was used in 2-4 large group at center and small group at comer and
mid length. 2) Large area artificial reef construction maintained area of 50 km2 for each province
site. Only concrete dice block that dimension size of 1.5 m was used in large group and small
group lining in cross section.
From 2001-2005 of the 9 th national socio-economic development plan, two type of artificial
reef construction were continued with some improvement in installation plan. 1) Small area
artificial reef construction same as before but there is a tendency to install in many groups instead
of by area. 2) Large area artificial reef construction decrease area into 30 km2 for each province
site. There is more difficult in decision making of artificial reef site from difference fishing villages.
From 2006-2010 of the 10 th national socio-economic development plan, two type of
artificial reef construction were continued with same as before.
In year 2002 the coastal resource rehabilitation project was established under the Royal
Development Project. The project area was cover 2 provinces, Pattani and Narathiwas provinces
were located in the southern part of the Gulf of Thailand. Until now the project was used material
as follow: 1) covered goods wagon 2) culverts 3) concrete dice block 4) garbage truck 5) battle tank
to install artificial reefs.
The Department of Fisheries has installed artificial reefs altogether 334 of the smallscaled artificial reefs, totally covered 478 km2 by 673 million Baht and 33 of large scaled artificial
reefs, totally covered 1,435 km2 by 568 million Baht since 1985-2010.
Nowadays, the fishers can request directly to the local authorities to provide budget for
artificial reef project. And not only the Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives that has installed artificial reefs but also the Department of Natural Resource,
Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment or even the Department of Navy have also
implemented artificial reefs.
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Figure 1 Materials used for installation of artificial reef in Thailand, concrete culvert

Figure 2 Materials used for installation of artificial reef in Thailand, concrete dice block
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Figure 3 Materials used for installation of artificial reef in Thailand, covered goods wagon

Figure 4 Materials used for installation of artificial reef in Thailand, garbage truck
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Figure 5 Materials used for installation of artificial reef in Thailand, battle tank
3. Objectives in artificial reef construction
1) To attract or aggregate fish for more efficiency fishing ground.
2) To protect juvenile and young fish or be nursery ground which safety from high efficiency
fishing gear such as trawl net and push net.
3) To increase fisheries resources production in natural.
4) To be new habitat for target fish which wanted to improve stock enhancement.
4. Artificial reef site selection
1) Water depth at least 6.0 m at Lowest Low Water (LLW) for safety in marine transportation
2) Bottom condition of the sea is not mud and silt to avoid in sunken of materials.
3) Reef site area is far away from mount river to avoid in rapidly salinity changing.
4) There is not much sedimentation to avoid unsuccessful succession of sessile organisms
5) Reef site area is not an obstacle for marine communication.
6) Reef site area is not in area declare for marine utilities such as port area, anchor area, pilot
navigation area etc.
7) Reef site area is not in area declared for navy utilities such as navy protected region, marine
exercise area, country border line area etc.
5. Step of artificial reef construction
1) Site selection.
2) Choosing area with the agreement of local fishers.
3) Survey of fishing status and environment conditions.
4) Ask permission from Navy and Harbor Department.
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5) Bid process.
6) Control on reef block construction and installation.
7) Inform and advertise position of reef site to local fishers and near by.
8) Report the result of installation to any government agencies concerned.
6. Conclusion
Artificial reefs construction was conducted by much kind of modules, materials, and
design of arrangement patterns. However, the present most suitable module in Thailand is 1.5
meters concrete dice block, even though the expensive cost but durability, convenient for transport
and launching, easy to control size of reef group and scattering pattern, and effective in fish
aggregation. Beside the material point, the achieved artificial reef required the suitable
arrangement pattern for reef unit allocation on deployment area.
The most important thing is the accordance with target fish species and oceanographic
environment such as depth and current. The effective module and design of arrangement
patterns can enhance fishery production through function of the becoming to a stable coastal
ecosystem.
The Department of Fisheries has regularly managed to evaluate the benefit of artificial
reefs So far, it was often reported that the artificial reefs became alternative grounds for small
scale fisheries. Traps and hand lines are commonly used in the reef areas, occasionally gill nets
and trammel nets are working nearby. Economically important fish as grouper (Serranidae),
snappers (Lutjanidae), rabbit fish (Siganidae) and parrot fish (Scaridae) are usually caught by
those gears. Artificial reefs are considerably popular among Thai fishers, who usually ask for
extension of the project from their own communities or associations or even from NGOs. Besides
collaborations and good management, in fact researches on suitable materials and techniques are
still needed in order to improve the durability and reduce deterioration or sinking rate of
materials, for exsample.
The artificial reef installation project would be a long term engagement, which is expected
to play a key role in future fisheries development of Thailand.
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5HHIPDWHULDOVVFDWWHUHGLQODUJHDUHDRIVTXDUH
NLORPHWHUVZLWKLQNLORPHWHUV IURPVKRUHOLQH

ArtificialReefsinThailand

7KHODUJHDUHDUHHIVHWVKDGDELOLW\WRSURWHFWWKH
ILVKLQJJURXQGEXWGDPDJHGQHWVRIVPDOOVFDOH
ILVKHUPHQZKLFKHQWDQJOHGZLWKWKHUHHIVWUXFWXUH
LQODUJHDUHDWRR

Nopparattana Ruangpatikorn
DepartmentofFisheries
MinistryofAgricultureandCooperatives

$QGRQO\PFRQFUHWHGLFHEORFNVZHUHGXUDEOH

'HILQLWLRQRIDQ$UWLILFLDO5HHI

6LQFHRQO\FRQFUHWH
GLFHEORFNVZHUHVHOHFWHG
FRPSULVHRIVL]HV

$QDUWLILFLDOUHHILVDVXEPHUJHGVWUXFWXUHGHOLEHUDWHO\
FRQVWUXFWHGRUSODFHGRQWKHVHDEHGWRHPXODWHVRPH
IXQFWLRQVRIDQDWXUDOUHHIVXFKDVSURWHFWLQJUHJHQHUDWLQJ
FRQFHQWUDWLQJDQGRUHQKDQFLQJSRSXODWLRQVRIOLYLQJPDULQH
UHVRXUFHV

Size (meter)

Source:GuidelinesforthePlacementofArtificialReefs(IMO/UNEP,2009)
Property

1DWXUDO5HHI

unit

1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 2.0 x 2.0 x 2.0

Cross section

centimeter

15x15

17x17

Total capacity

Cubic meter

1

3.375

20x20
8

Weight

kilogram

518.4

1059.82

1996.8

Weight in sea water

kilogram

297

607

1144

$UWLILFLDO5HHI

'HYHORSPHQWRI$5V LQ7KDLODQG

'XULQJ

'XULQJ
([SHULPHQWDOVWXG\RQWKHVXLWDEOH PDWHULDOV
IRUGXUDELOLW\DQGILVKDWWUDFWLRQ
0DWHULDOVHJXVHGWLUHVWRQHZRRGFRQFUHWH
SLSHPFRQFUHWHGLFHEORFNDQGS\UDPLGVKDSH

 6PDOOVLWH$5V LQVWDOOHGDUHHIVHWIRUEHWWHU
ILVKLQJJURXQGVRIDVPDOOVFDOHILVKLQJYLOODJH
&RYHUDJHDUHDZDVVTXDUHNLORPHWHUV

$5V FRQVWUXFWLRQFODVVLILHGLQWRW\SHV

7KHLPSURYHPHQWFRQFHSWVIURP$5V LQ
 'HFUHDVHDUHDRI$5VLWH
 'LFHEORFNVZHUHLQVWDOOHGLQJURXSLQVWHDGRIVFDWWHULQJ
DURXQGWKH$5VLWH

'XULQJ
)LUVW$5V FRQVWUXFWLRQIRUVPDOOVFDOHILVKHULHV
ZHUHLQVWDOOHGZKLFKUHHIVHWVIRUEHWWHUILVKLQJ
JURXQGVDQGSURWHFWLRQDUHDDJDLQVWWUDZOLQJLQQHDU
VKRUHZDWHUV 7UDZOLQJZLWKLQNLORPHWHUV IURP
VKRUHOLQHLVSURKLELWHG
0DWHULDOVHJWLUHFRQFUHWHSLSHFRQFUHWHULQJ
PFRQFUHWHGLFHEORFN
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/DUJHVLWH$5V LQVWDOOHGUHHIJURXSIRUODUJHDUHD
WRLQWHUFHSWPLJUDWLRQSDWKRISHODJLFILVK
6HSDUDWHLQUHHIVHWVWRFRYHUILVKLQJJURXQGV
LQRQHSURYLQFH
7RWDOFRYHUDJHDUHDZDVVTXDUHNLORPHWHUV
7ZRRUWKUHHVL]HVRI'LFHEORFNVZHUHXVHG
WRJHWKHU

6WHHOUHLQIRUFHPHQWIUDPHZRUN

6LQFHWRSUHVHQW
7ZRW\SHRI$5V FRQVWUXFWLRQZHUHFRQWLQXHG
6PDOOVLWH$5V WKHVPDOOUHHIVHW
 QHDUVKRUH  NLORPHWHUV IURPFRDVWOLQH
 VKDOORZZDWHU PHWHUVVHDGHSWK
 DUHDRI$5V VLWHLVVTXDUHNLORPHWHUVQHDU
RULQIURQWRIWDUJHWVPDOOVFDOHILVKLQJYLOODJHV
 RQO\GLFHEORFNRIVL]HPHWHUV XQLWV
 JRYHUQPHQWEXGJHWPLOOLRQ%DKWIRUHDFKVLWH
ದ VPDOOVLWH$5V LQD\HDU

0RXOG

 /DUJHVLWH$5V WKHODUJHUHHIJURXS
 H[SDQGWR NLORPHWHUV IURPFRDVWOLQH
 PRUHGHHSHUZDWHU PHWHUVGHSWK
 WRWDODUHDRI$5V VLWHLVVTXDUH
NLORPHWHUVVHSDUDWHLQUHHIVHWVWRFRYHU
ILVKLQJJURXQGVLQRQHSURYLQFH
 RQO\GLFHEORFNRIVL]HPHWHUV
XQLWV
 JRYHUQPHQWEXGJHWPLOOLRQ%DKWIRUHDFK
SURYLQFH
ದ$5V VLWHLQD\HDU

The installed areas
of artificial reefs
19851985-2010

[[PHWHUFRQFUHWHGLFHEORFNV

 334 of the small-scaled
ARs, Totally covered 478 km2
by 673 million baht

 33 of large-scaled ARs,
Totally covered 1,435 km2
by 568 million baht

$5V &RQVWUXFWLRQ
5HHIEORFNVZHUHFRQVWUXFWHGQHDU
WKHORDGLQJSODFHVXQGHUTXDOLW\FRQWURO
RIHQJLQHHUVHFWRUIURP'HSDUWPHQWRI
)LVKHULHV

3RVLWLRQLQJEXR\V
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7XJERDWDQGELJEDUJHWUDQVSRUWHGUHHI
EORFNVHQURXWHWRWDUJHWVLWH

/RDGLQJ
ವ

%DUJHZLWKRUZLWKRXWHQJLQHZHUHHDV\WR
DUUDQJHUHHIEORFNRQERDUG

ವ
•

ದ UHHIEORFNVIRURQHWULS
/RDGLQJIURPSRUWRUSLHULVHDV\WKDQVDQG
EHDFKRUULYHUEDQN
9HUVDWLOHPDFKLQHIRUORDGWKHUHHIEORFNLV
ಯ([FDYDWRUರ,IWKHEDUJHFDQQRWODQGHG
FORVHGHQRXJKFUDQHPXVWEHXVHIRUORDGLQJ

•

/RDGLQJIURPSRUWDQGSLHU

%DUJHZLWKHQJLQHFDQJRIDVWHUEXWFRQWDLQ
VPDOOQXPEHURIUHHIEORFNV

/DXQFKLQJE\H[FDYDWRU

/RDGLQJIURPVDQGEHDFK

/DXQFKLQJE\IRUNOLIW

/RDGLQJIURPULYHUEDQN
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3RVLWLRQLQJEXR\V

6HVVLOHRUJDQLVPVXFFHVVLRQDIWHU\HDUV

PRQWKDIWHULQVWDOODWLRQ

6KHOWHUIRUILVKHVMXYHQLOHV

+DELWDWIRUHFRQRPLFILVK

\HDUDIWHULQVWDOODWLRQ

)LVKDVVHPEODJHDURXQGUHHIEORFNV
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Railway car

7KHUHPDLQLQJVKHOORIVHVVLOHRUJDQLVPKDGKDYHIDOORQ

(Covered goods wagon)
2.18 x 6.65 x 2.23 meter

VHDEHGDFFXPXODWHGE\WLPHVWKDWFUHDWHPLFURKDELWDWV
DQGGHYHORSWKHELRGLYHUVLW\RIWKHZKROHDUWLILFLDOUHHI
HFRV\VWHP

$UWLILFLDOUHHIVFRQVWUXFWLRQZDVFRQGXFWHGE\
PXFKNLQGRIPRGXOHVPDWHULDOVDQGGHVLJQRI
DUUDQJHPHQWSDWWHUQV
+RZHYHUWKHSUHVHQWPRVWVXLWDEOHPRGXOHLQ
7KDLODQGLVPHWHUVFRQFUHWHGLFHEORFNHYHQ
WKRXJKWKHH[SHQVLYHFRVWEXWGXUDELOLW\FRQYHQLHQW
IRUWUDQVSRUWDQGODXQFKLQJHDV\WRFRQWUROVL]HRI
UHHIJURXSDQGVFDWWHULQJSDWWHUQDQGHIIHFWLYHLQ
ILVKDJJUHJDWLRQ

%HVLGHWKHPDWHULDOSRLQWWKHDFKLHYHGDUWLILFLDO
UHHIUHTXLUHGWKHVXLWDEOHDUUDQJHPHQWSDWWHUQIRU
UHHIXQLWDOORFDWLRQRQGHSOR\PHQWDUHD
7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWKLQJLVWKHDFFRUGDQFHZLWK
WDUJHWILVKVSHFLHVDQGRFHDQRJUDSKLFHQYLURQPHQW
VXFKDVGHSWKDQGFXUUHQW
7KHHIIHFWLYHPRGXOHDQGGHVLJQRIDUUDQJHPHQW
SDWWHUQVFDQHQKDQFHILVKHU\SURGXFWLRQWKURXJK
IXQFWLRQRIWKHEHFRPLQJWRDVWDEOHFRDVWDO
HFRV\VWHP

7KHRWKHU$5V FRQVWUXFWLRQLQ
&RDVWDO5HVRXUFHV5HKDELOLWDWLRQ3URMHFW
XQGHUWKH5R\DO,QLWLDWLRQRI+HU0DMHVW\WKH4XHHQ
LQ3DWWDQL DQG1DUDWLZDW SURYLQFH
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Garbage truck
capacity 8 ton

Culverts
diameter size
0.8, 1.0, 1.2 m
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Battle tank
3.30 x 6.24 x 2.80 m.

GD\DIWHULQVWDOODWLRQ
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PRQWKDIWHULQVWDOODWLRQ

Thank you for your attention.
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“The Coral Garden & Reef Rehabilitation Project of the Bureau of Fisheries and
Aquatic Resources (BFAR) in Tangalan, Aklan, Philippines”1
Alma C. Dickson, PhD2
Pierre Easter L. Velasco3
Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
National Marine Fisheries Development Center
PCA Bldg., Diliman, Quezon City
The Philippines
Abstract
The Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) established the first of its kind Coral
Garden and Reef Rehabilitation Project in Tangalan in coordination with the Local Government
of Tangalan, Aklan. The 10-has Coral Garden is situated within the Municipality’s 60-hectares
fish sanctuary. One of the rehabilitation elements of the project is the installation of 832 units
Artificial Reefs (AR’s), assembled into 52 modules that serves as substrate for corals to attach or
aggregate. The artificial reef modules, although devoid of any marine creatures at first, was
eventually covered by benthic fauna and flora after 9 months since its installation.
To facilitate the effective and comprehensive implementation of the Project, the BFAR has
identified and employed seven (7) components that paved way for the successful management
and conservation of Tangalan, Aklan coral reef resources.

KEYWORD: Artificial Reefs, Coral Reef, Aklan

---------------------------------------------1 Project Pilot Site in the Municipality of Tangalan, Province of Aklan
2 Chief, BFAR-NMFDC and Project Leader Coral Garden and Reef Rehabilitation Project
3 Aquaculturist, Assistant Project Leader
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RestructuringofArtificialReefs

Restructuringofthe
Tangalan CoralGardenProject
SummaryofResults
A.Physical,Chemical,&BiologicalOceanography

(ApartofM/VDABFAR’s CruiseDY15;Tangalan,Aklan)

2EMHFWLYHV

)LVK/DUYDH

Knowthephysical,chemical,and
biologicalpropertiesofthewatersofthe
Tangalan,Aklan.

Totalof28Familieswereidentified
MostdominantwereFamilyMullidae (goatfishes)451.31
tails/1000^m3,FamilyLutjanidae orthesnappers(128.95/1000^m3),
FamilyPomatocentridae (112.83/1000^m3),FamilyGobiidae and
Chaetodontidae (96.71/1000^m3).

Installationoffixsamplingstationsfor
determinationofcoralgrowthand
recruitment.

Identifiedfishlarvaebelongstofamiliesofcoralreeffishspecies.
Almostallor86%ofthesamplesidentifiedatearlylarvalstageorat
justpreflexionstage.Theremainingpercentagesareatpostflexion or
latelarvalstage(7%),flexion(5%andsacstage).

Restructuring/reconstructionofartificial
reefsdestroyedbytyphoonFrank.

Fisheggsdensitywasfoundhighestinthestationnearshore(station
2).

B.CoralSamplingInstallationsandAR
B.
Restructuring
Activity

CoralRecruitment

CoralGrowthMonitoring

Number

TagsAttachedtoColonies
FixedQuadrantInstalled

13
2

Tiles(15x15cm)Installed

2
11

ArtificialReefs
Restructured/Reconstructed

Q Averagebranchlengthtagrangesfrom23cm.
Q AlltaggedcoloniesbelongtofamilyAcroporidae.
QSeabottomisprimarilysandywithscatteredpatchesofrocksweresoft
coralsattached.
InstallationofFixedQuadrat
InstallationofFixedQuadrat
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STUDY ON THE ARTIFICIAL REEF PLACEMENT FOR COASTAL
WATER REHABILITATION PURPOSES
IN SALEH BAY, NUSA TENGGARA BARAT
Sri Turni Hartati*, Didik Wahju Hendro Tjahjo** and Isa Nagib Edrus*
* Research Institute for Marine Fisheries
** Research Institute for Fish Stock Enhancement
INDONESIA
ABSTRACT
The covering area damages noted up to the year of 2000 for the Western Saleh Bay’s coral reefs
were ranged from 48.24 to 66.37 percents. A domain introduced to recover the coral damages in
Saleh Bay waters was habitat enhancement by using an artificial reef technology. To identify
possible successes in the habitat enhancement project was conducted monitoring researches
during 2004 and 2006. Objectives of the researches was to find out some outputs of the project
activities as well as tentative area determinations and on-going succession identifies of the
rehabilitant waters after submerging artificial reef modules. Data collection consisted of
oceanography parameters, coral healthy, fish community, and sessile organisms. The results
showed that Bila Cape waters of Rakit Island and Ganteng Island waters were appropriate
selected areas to be the coastal rehabilitation program in Saleh Bay. During 2004 and 2006 some
progresses of the both selected areas significantly noted for fish community and sessile organisms
as such as changes in species numbers and diversity indices. The study recommended a capacity
expanding of artificial reef areas as wide as 55.600 m2 for 115 unit modules in the Bila Cape
Water and 6.504 m2 for 46 unit modules in the Ganteng Island. The economical construction of
the unit volume is 400 m3
Keywords: Habitat enhancements, coral reefs, coral fishes, artificial reefs, Saleh Bay, Nusa
Tenggara Barat
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RESULTS

STUDY ON THE PLACEMENT OF ARTIFICIAL REEF
FOR COASTAL AREAS REHABILITATION
IN SALEH BAY, NUSA TENGGARA BARAT

ThecoastalconditionofBilaCape,RakitIslandandGanteng
Island,SalehBay,NusaTenggaraBaratin2004
Site Names

Sri Turni Hartati, Didik Wahju Hendro Tjahjo,
Awwaluddin, and Isa Nagib Edrus

Research Institute for Marine Fisheries
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of Indonesia

INTRODUCTION
¾Coral reef ecosystems are important as fish habitat, spawning areas,
nursery ground, and protect the shore from erosion
¾ Destructive fishing practices, such as fishing with bombs, potassium
or other toxic chemicals and coral mining causing damages and make the
coral reef ecosystem is not functioning perfectly
¾Rehabilitation of habitat through development of artificial reefs have a
significant impact for the society both in economically and ecologically
¾Referring to the formulation of national policy on coral reefs
management, some research had been conducted to determine the
possibility of artificial reefs development in order to increase the
carrying capacity of Marine Affairs and Fisheries
¾One of the project has been carried out at Saleh Bay, Nusa Tenggara

METHODOLOGY

Geographical
Position

08037’36,7”

Bila Cape

S
117059’58,4” E

Ganteng
Island

08034’,429” S
117050’071” E

Sea Bottom
Categories

Coral Species

Percent covers of live
Corals (20%), dead
corals (75%), soft
coral (5%),
COT:Acanthaster
planci 1-10
individuals
Percent covers of live
Corals (10%), dead
corals / Rubbles
(80%), Other Fauna
(10%), some
individuals of
Acanthaster planci

Massive
corals
(Porites lutea, Porites
lobata)
Branchibg
corals
(Palauastrea ramose,
Montipora ditata) CS
(Porites rus)
Massive
corals
(P.lutea,
P.lobata),
Branching
Corals
(P.ramose, M.ditata),
Submassive
Corals
(P.rus)

Oceanographicconditionsoftheselectedareas
ofSalehbaywatersinOctober2004.
Oceanographic
Parameters

Bila Cape

pH
Sal (o/oo)
Temp (0C)
Current Speed (cm/sec)
Do (ml/l)
Tranfarency (m)
Depth(m)
Bottom Substrates

8
34
27.6
3.01
3.94
10
10
Rubbles
and Sand
Damaged
Coral Reefs

Coral Health Status

Ganteng
Island
7.85
34
27.15
3.64
3.42
10
10
Rubbles
and Sand
Damaged
Coral Reefs

¾The Bila Cape water of Rakit Island and Ganteng
Island were appropriate to be rehabilitated
¾The Bila Cape had already damaged with the least
percent cover of live corals including coral massive, coral
sub-massive, and coral branching.
¾The sites are shallow waters with a large reef plate that
have the highest percentage in dead corals and rubbles
Ganteng Island’s coral reefs were also stated in a
damaged category. The live coral coverage was least than
10 percents. The hard corals, such as massive corals, submassive corals and branching corals, growing shared with
seagrass.
¾The damaged reef plate was found extensively in areas.

¾Research Stages:
¾ 2004: Determinations of the selected areas in Saleh Bay waters in
order to define some positions for artificial reef placements
¾ 2005: Artificial reefs modules installment and identification of
pioneer organisms coming and occupying the artificial reefs
¾ 2006: Monitoring and evaluating the development of artificial
reefs that had been installed
¾Reef data were gathered by using a Line Intercept Transect method
(LIT). A benthic lifeform software commonly recomended in
ASEAN and Australia was used to find out coral cover percentages.
Coral health status refered to the percent criteria of hard-coral covers
determined by Chou (1998). The computed values of the reef fish on
the study sites derived from the calculation of Shannon-Weaver
Diversity Index (H).

Legend

8.5°

Kondisi karang
rusak
Damaged
reef
Kondisi karang bagus

Health reef

Mangrove dan padang lamun

Mangrove & Seagrass bed
Katapang
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Figure. The study sites and health status of coral reefs
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Perkembangan
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Trends of fish
species
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SEVERAL SPECIES TO CATCH IN SALEH BAY WATERS

Epinephelus ongus

.Sessile organisms

Epinephelus maculatus

Ephinephelus quoyanus

Ephinephelus areolatus

Plectropomus maculatus

Epinephelus fuscoguttatus

Ephinephelus microdon

Ephinephelus melanostigma

Ephinephelus fasciatus

Ephinephelus amblycephalus

Plectropomus aerolatus

Diploprion bifasciatum

Plectropomus leopardus

Variola louti

Plectropomus oligocanthus

Variola albimarginata

Lutjanus malabaricus

Lutjanus sebae

Lutjanus decussatus

Lutjanus vitta

Cromileptes altivelis

Cephalopholis boenack

.Sessile organisms
Lutjanus sanguineus

Lutjanus monostigma

Conclussion
• Bila Cape Waters of Eastern Rakit Island and Ganteng
Island waters were appropriate selected areas to be the
coastal rehabilition program in Saleh Bay

Lutjanus bohar

Lutjanus lutjanus

Lethrinus nebulosus

• Some progresses of artificial reef submerging in the areas
as mension about were a positive trend of fish species
number, an increase in the Shannon’s fish diversity index,
and a significant growth of sessile organisms.

Lutjanus johnii

Pristipomoides typus

Lethrinus harak

• These progresses as well as the first level of ecological
succession were a beginning indication of succesfully
marine ecological restoration.

Lethrinus hypselopterus

Scolopsis ciliatus

Siganus virgatus

Siganus guttatus

Scolopsis monogramma

Scolopsis margaritifer

RECOMENDATION
The study recommended that the Bila Cape Water
has a capacity to expand the rehabilited area by
introducing an artificial reef technology as wide as
55.600 m2, and 6.504 m2 for the Ganteng Island
as well. For the Bila Cape, the need of artificial
reef modules is 115 units. These for the Ganteng
Island are 46 units. The economical construction
of the unit volume is 400 m3.

Scolopsis auratus

Myriprystis melanostictus

Sargocentron diadema

Sargocentron rubrum

Cheilinus chlorourus

Caesio cuning
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Scolopsis taeniopterus

Parupeneus barberinus

Scolopsis affinis

Cheilinus fasciatus

Choerodon anchorago

Carangoides caeruleopinnatus
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ARTIFICIAL REEFS PROJECTS IN BRUNEI DARUSSALAM
Ranimah Binti Haji A. Wahab
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources
BRUNEI DARUSSALAM
1.INTRODUCTION
Fisheries sector plays its important role in the economy of the country, as one of the
contributor to the country’s gross income as well as in the provision of income generating
activities among the people of Brunei Darussalam.
Fishing has been one the traditional pastimes in Brunei Darussalam using small boats
and traditional gears. Over the years, the capture fishery developed into high technology
fishing using bigger boats and better fishing equipment, such as trawlers, purse seiners
and long liners. Although, commercial fishing had been developed over 20 years, the
small scale fisheries in Brunei Darussalam continue to expand. Presently, fish remains
the main source of animal proteins for Bruneians. The per capita consumption of fish is
estimated at about 47kg/year, one of the highest in the region
Being a small nation and with a very limited sea as well as coral reef area, it is
particularly important to conserve the relatively small amount of this prized resources.
Brunei Waters is quite unique in a sense that there is an existence of what we called
“artificial habitats”. These habitats can be categorized into two: habitats not intended to
serve as artificial reefs and the habitats intended to serve as artificial reefs.The
unintended artificial habitats are those created by oil industry structures such as oil
jackets/platform, oil pipe lines and other structures such as submarine pipelines
connecting to the mainland oil terminals.All these structures create new habitat for
colonization of natural fauna and flora, boosting the local benthic biodiversity and
attraction to fish. The intended artificial habitats are those created through the
deployment of artificial reefs by the Government and natural creation from ship wrecks
abandoned during the World War II.
2.THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTIFICIL REEFS PROJECTS
The reefs projects implemented in Brunei were first initiated using old tires in 1985.
Over 20,000 tires were used to construct the artificial reefs and deployed at 2 Fathom
Rocks, located 5 nm from the shore at the depth of 15 m. Due to undurability of these
materials to be used as part of the artificial reefs, other types of materials were then used
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such as used concrete piles and wielded pipes.The artificial reefs are basically pyramid
structures constructed and deployed along the coast between 10-30m water. The
cylindrical concrete were constructed into concrete triangular pyramid and in 2002,about
800 units of concrete triangular pyramid were deployed and about 1,100 units of
triangular pyramid stainless steel were deployed within 20nm from the shore. According
to some studies (Chou M 2005) adult batfish (platax) and snappers were observed
residing at the concrete module while the juveniles stages of various fish species
preferred the tire reef. In supporting the conservation and management programme, in
1988, one of the oil industry company donated two redundant oil jackets to be served as
artificial reefs at 2 Fathom Rocks. In 1994, another five units of redundant oil jackets
were deployed at the same site.The Department of Fisheries recently received 6 units of
redundant oil jackets from BSP and were deployed at Ampa Patches located 17 nm from
the shore.Figure below shows the location of the artificial reefs of coastal area.
The Department is trying to make use of the materials that could be recycled, hence
cutting down the cost in making them and deployment into the sea. Some references
were made through the experiences of neighboring countries in terms of site comparison
and similarity of sea conditions and habitats.
According to ad hoc assessment on the development of artificial reefs conducted by the
department,some of the old tires and the triangular stainless steel were discovered
buried and misplaced and some were unable to locate the actual site which sometimes
mislead the fishermen who wish to use the artificial reefs site as their alternative fishing
area.
There were no concrete surveys conducted before the placement of the artificial reefs but
was only carried out at ad hoc bases to ensure that no other obstacles faced by other
users or hazards arise from this activity. The assessment of the site includes the
structural of the seabed, the study of oceanic parameters such as the water current and
other environmental parameters. It is opined that before the deployment of any
structure for the purpose of artificial reefs it is important to conduct concrete survey
beforehand for future references in terms of the assessment of before and after
placement of the artificial reefs. This is crucial in order to improve the site selection for
the promotion of the use of ARs in Brunei Waters in meeting the objectives of the
conservation and management Program. As for the deployment of the redundant oil
platforms, the donor as in this case BSP, usually conducted their own survey first at the
intended site beforehand which include geographical features survey, oceanic
environmental including the ecosystem and habitats. Most of the information collected
are used for the references of the donor in ensuring that the site selected is not against
their policy which could be shared with the Department of Fisheries upon request. The
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deployment of the redundant oil jackets are based on the guidelines for
Decommissioning, Abandonment and Restoration of the oil and Gas industry Assets in
Brunei Darussalam, 2009. Before the deployment takes place, the agency responsible
must first notified to the Marine Department to seek clearance and site approval.The
approval would be granted by the Marine department whereby notification to the
Admiralty Chart would proceed for the references to all merchants vessels going out and
entering the Brunei Waters.

Fig 1 shows AR sites
3.OBJECTIVES OF ARTIFICIL REEFS PROJECTS
To enrich marine resources and protect the fragile marine ecosystem and habitat at
coastal waters.Most artificial reefs were deployed at the fragile coral reefs area to protect
from damages by the destructive fishing gears and other human activities;
To establish other alternative fishing grounds for the fishermen.Being oil industry
country with limited fishing grounds, our waters are shared with other stakeholders
such as oil industry companies, transportation companies and fishing. In line with the
national policy to maximize the safety and security measures at all oil industry
structures offshore and coastal waters, the law was introduced in 2002 to impose 500m
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safety zone, whereby the fishermen are prohibited to enter/fish within 500m radius at
the oil industry structures. Due to this restricted areas, the Government through
Department of Fisheries put initiatives to establish other alternative fishing areas for
the fishermen, through the deployment of artificial reefs at strategic places;
The deployment of artificial reefs also served as “silent enforcement” to the commercial
fishing vessels at sensitive/prohibited area of within 3nm and within the boundary of
neighboring waters. The main objective is to enforce/minimize the activities from foreign
encroachment and local encroachment into sensitive / prohibited areas.

Fig 2 shows type of AR
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Fig 3 life beneath the rig reef
4.ASSESSMENT SURVEY IN THE ARTIFICIAL REEFS
In 1987, the coastal resources management project funded under ASEAN/US CRMP
conducted the underwater observation of the fish fauna at the tire reef at 2 Fathom
Rocks and an oil well-jacket at Champion oilfield. The results showed that artificial
structures supports a greater diversity and abundance of food fishes of high market
demand indicating encouraging catch results at these structures.
The benthos and fish survey of the rig reef carried out by the Department on 1996 found
average fish biomass to be 3-5 mt, dominated by jacks (Carangidae, 60%), red snapper
(Lutjanidae, 15-20%) and grouper (Serranidae, < 2%);
In 2005, the observation visit on the selection of sites and suitable module of artificial
reef was conducted with the collaboration with SEAFDEC/TD. The observation site was
made in the coastal area of Brunei Waters with the depth between 20 to 40 m. due to the
seabed condition of soft bottom sandy mud at the selected sites, a module of triangular
shape was selected and recommended. No biodiversity study was made during the
observation.
In 2008 the Department of Fisheries, conducted the rapid marine biodiversity
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assessment in Brunei waters covering 19 surveyed sites which include the coral reef and
rig reef areas, involving 4 international taxonomic experts of coral reefs and reef
fishes.Similar mission was also conducted in 2009 making the total survey area to 32
sites. The main purpose of these surveys is to the find new discoveries on the biodiversity
and biogeography, ecological condition and conservation status of Brunei’s coral
reefs.Two rig reefs identified in this survey are the oil field of Champion and oil field of
Mampak. Both sites showcase abundance of flora and fauna and rich in marine
biodiversity.
5.PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The Department of Fisheries encountered problems in conducting such concrete survey
including monitoring due to the lack of expertise and manpower.No specific monitoring
program is being carried out to investigate the development of new colonization of the
flora and fauna resulting ineffective management of the artificial reefs projects.It is also
seen that the deployment of the AR only serve as silent enforcement whereby some cases
reported the presence of entangling trawl nets being left behind at the artificial reefs.
Biological and socio economic information was not collected for further evaluation hence;
it was difficult to conclude whether the AR projects had met the objectives fully.
6.RECOMMENDATION
Promote technical collaboration with other institutions and strategic partnership with
other stakeholders not only in terms contributing in the materials, funding but more in
monitoring and improving the effectiveness of this projects for the benefits to the
fishermen in the long term. Proper management plan for AR projects would be in placed
should the AR areas are located within the MPA area.
7.REFERENCES
Chua T E, Chou LM and Sadorra .1987 . The Coastal Environmental Profile of Brunei
Darussalam:Resources Assessment and Management Issues;
Silvestre G; Jaafar Matdanan;PH Yusof P Sharifuddin; Silva M.W.R.N ; Chua T E: 1992
The Coastal Resources of Brunei Darussalam: Status, Utilization and Management
Regional Coastal Resources and Environment Profile for ASEAN Region. 2010
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HISTORY OF ARTIFICIAL REEFS

THE ARTIFICIAL REEFS PROJECT IN
BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

• First initiated in 1985. Various types have been

•
•

•

BY: RANIMAH H. A. WAHAB
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES,
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND PRIMARY REOSURCES,
11 NOVEMBER,2010
TOKYO, JAPAN

deployed, including used tires, decommissioned
offshore oil structures, steel pipes, concrete piles
and prefabricated structures;
In 1988: BSP donated 2 units redundant oil
platforms for AR;
1994 : BSP donated 5 units redundant oil
platforms for AR;
2002 : 800 units of concrete triangular pyramid
deployed as AR

CONTENTS:
HISTORY cont..

• INTRODUCTION
• IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTIFICIAL REEFS

• 2002 : 1,100 units of triangular pyramid

PROJECT; (History)
• OBJECTIVES OF ARTIFICIAL REEFS
PROJECT;
• ISSUES AND PROBLEMS;
• RECOMMENDATION;

stainless steel deployed as AR

• 2010 : BSP donated 6 units of redundant
oil structures for AR

INTODUCTION

• Fisheries : contribute to the economy

•

: income generating
: main source of protein with per
capita consumption of fish: 47/kg/year
Developed from small boat using traditional
fishing gears to high fishing technology;

INTRODUCTION Cont..

DEPLOYMENT OF REDUDANT OIL
STRUCTURES

• A small nation with limited Waters
• Unique : existence of “ established
artificial habitats”

• These habitats can be categorized into

two:
¾ Habitats not intended to serve as AR –
those created by oil structures, pipe lines,
cables
¾Habitats intended to serve as ARdeployed by the Government
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ASSESSMENT Cont..

LOCATIONS OF ARs
Platforms
Shipwrecks
Artificial Reefs

 2005 : Observation visit by SEAFDEC TD on

Columbo Shoal

Petani Mistral
Wreck

Australian Wreck
American Wreck

Silk Rock
Iron Duke Shoals

Nankivell Rock

Otterspool Rock

Littledale Shoal

Cunningham
Patch
Ampa Patches
Fairley Patches
Porter Patch

Abana Rock

Two Fathom Rock

Bolkiah Wreck

P. Pelong-Pelongan

Amcotts Rock
Mampak

selected site for suitable module of AR;
(Recommended a module of triangular shape)
• 2008 and 2009 : Marine Biodiversity Assessment
survey in 30 coral reefs sites and 2 Rig reefs
sites;
( Abundance of flora and fauna with new
discoveries of new coral reefs
species recorded)

Champion Oil
Field

P. Pelumpong
Brunei
Patches

Blunt Rock

Scout
Patches
Victoria
Patches

Chearnley Shoal

South West Ampa
PETUNJUK
Surveyed Sites
Target Sites
Coral Reef Sites
Platform Operational
Ship Wreck
Artificial Reef: Pyramid
Artificial Reef: Platform

OBJECTIVES OF AR PROJECT

Life beneath the rig reefs

¾ To enhance the productivity of the Coastal
Waters;

¾ Provide protection to restricted / prohibited
areas from encroachment by fishing trawlers;

¾ To provide alternative sites for fishing as well as
for the rapidly expanding eco-tourism industry.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ARTIFICIAL
REEFS
• No concrete survey conducted before placement
of the AR;

• Ad hoc bases for site assessment which include
structural seabed and oceanic parameters;

• However, the donor conduct the assessment
survey: geographical features survey, oceanic
survey, ecosystem and habitat survey before
deployment of the redundant oil structures;
• The deployment for Ars is based on “ Guidelines
for Decommissioning, Abandonment and
Restoration of the Oil and Gas Industry Assets in
Brunei Darussalam, 2009;
• All intended sites required approval from the
Marine Department: Admiralty Chart for all sea
transportation.

ASSESSMENT SURVEY IN THE
ARTIFICIAL REEFS
• 1987 : Underwater observation of the fish
fauna at the tire reef;
• 1996 : Benthos and fish survey on the rig
reef ( fish biomass dominated by
Carangidae(60%), Lutjanidae (15-20%)
and
Serranidae
< 2%);

Life on the
Pyramids

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

•

•
•
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Lack of manpower ( taxonomist, marine
biologist etc) to conduct regular monitoring and
evaluation on the impacts of Ars to the
ecosystem;
Lack of expertise to carry out the survey before
and after the deployment of Ars;
Limited sites for AR, some suitable area may
not be acceptable for other sea users;

WHAT NEED TO BE DONE
¾ Continuous monitoring which
will include oceanographic and
fisheries surveys (outsource);
¾ Fishing and socio-economic
surveys;
¾ Proper management plan – to
include AR areas as MPAs.

THANK YOU

TERIMA KASEH
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Artificial Reef and Fishing Ground Policy in Japan
Kenji Mori
Deputy Director, Construction Division
Fisheries Infrastructure Department, Fisheries Agency
Japan
Abstract
Being completely surrounded by the ocean, Japan has enjoyed the blessings of the ocean
since the ancient times, and various economic activities have been conducted around
coastal regions. The fishery industry provides stable supply of fishery products that are
an essential role in the dietary culture of the people in Japan. At the same time, it is an
important industry that supports the economy of fishery regions and the foundation of
affluent living of the people. Fishery grounds have important functions to supply fishery
products. Through the development of fishery grounds, we use oceanic potentials, assist
the increase of fishery resources, and contribute to the conservation and development of
fruitful oceanic environment.
Japan has engaged in aggressive efforts to create places required for marine organism
resources to reproduce and grow for many centuries. Nationally subsidized projects such
as stone installation projects started in 1952, after the World War 11, followed by the
installations of artificial reefs two years later.
Currently ongoing projects include installations of durable structures, settling grounds
(stones, etc.), and wave-absorbing infrastructures which aim to create highly productive
fishery environment where fish swarming, reproduction, and nurturing are efficiently
conducted. Other projects include sand capping, dredging, and sediment removal that
are aimed for the recovery of productivity in fishery grounds with lowered effectiveness
and the improvement of habitats for fishery resources.
Meanwhile, the fishery industry is recently facing difficult situations such as advancing
globalization, increasing global demand for fishery products, reduced catches due to the
lowered fishery resources standards in the nearby oceans, changes in fishery product
consumption and distribution structures, and decrease in the number of fishery workers
and their aging. Under such recognitions, Japan Fishery Agency established the basic
policy concerning the promotion of the development of artificial reefs and fishing
grounds. The policy stipulates to work toward stable supply of safe and efficient fishery
products while promoting efforts to improve fishery resources productivity in the oceans
around Japan as well as conservation and development of the environment. Along with
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policies that position proper conservation and management of fishery resources and their
sustainable uses as fundamental rules, we are working on various problems that
surround the fishery industry through sound implementation of these projects.
In terms of the development of fishery grounds, the basic policy aims for efforts such as
the protection and nurturing of fishery resources in coastal areas and offshore areas
including the exclusive economic zones and active promotion of the conservation and
development of the environment while strengthening the connection with resources
recovery plans. In addition, from the perspective of providing places for interactions
between people and nature and the inheritance of well-maintained coastal environment
to the next generations, we are promoting projects of coastal environmental conservation
and development.
Fishery species travel and migrate in many places in the ocean from the coastal to the
offshore areas in their development phases or as seasonal behavior. Therefore, it is
extremely important to maintain habitat environment and ecosystem that accommodate
various developmental phases of fishery species to ensure healthy and sustainable
development of the fishery industry. Thus, we are going to view the entire ocean with
wider perspectives and make decisions on sizes and locations of projects while being
considerate toward the development of nurturing grounds and their networks in order to
assist the conservation and development of such environment in oceans around Japan
from the coastal to offshore areas. At the same time, we are going to ensure efficient
coordination with resource management policies in order to realize resource
management and effects of increasing resources. We are also actively engaged in efforts
to conserve and develop kelp forests and tidal lands that have various functions not only
as important fishery grounds but also as the production sites of resources such as
spawning and nurturing of fishery resources and water purification.
In addition, fishery grounds are vulnerable to losing their functions due to various
environmental factors. It is important that we use so-called adaptive management
method to implement continuous monitoring to properly respond to changes in natural
environment and biota and review project implementation methods and management
methods after the implementation in order to work toward the development of more
certain fishery grounds.
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Role of Fishery Industry Development
– Secure stable supply of safe and high quality fishery products –
{Kelp fields and tidal lands which are spawning and nursing grounds of
shellfish have drastically reduced.

Artificial Reef and Fishing Ground Policy
in Japan

{Half of major fishery resources in the ocean around Japan are at low-level.
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Saury pikes (Northwestern Pacific system group)
Southern mackerel (Pacific system group, East China Sea
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Warm Current system group)
Japanese common squid (Winter seasonal system group)
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– Roles of Fishing ground, Fishing port, and Fishing village –

Role of Fishery Industry Development
– Secure stable supply of safe and high quality fishery products –
{Japan’s exclusive economic zone (the 6th largest in the world) includes
good fishing grounds where the warm and cold currents intersect.

Fishing port
(2,917 ports)

{220,000 people in the fishery industry and fishing ports and villages
around the country support the fifth largest fishery productions in the world.

Fishing village
(6,291 villages)

Fishing ground

=

“Fishery industry base”

Japan’s exclusive economic zones (4.47 million km2)
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Image of Developing Fishing Port, Fishing Ground, and Fishing Village

Role of Fishery Industry Development
– Secure stable supply of safe and high quality fishery products –
{Fishery products are important food source which supply about 40% of
animal protein to the people in Japan.

Protection and nursing reef
Floating
artificial reef
Shipway

{The consumption of fishery products in Japan is one of the highest in the
world and outstandingly high among developed countries.

Fish farming
area
Facility for fish farming activities

Forest development for the
conservation of fishing grounds

Artificial
reef

Kelp forest

Comparison of the amounts of meat and fishery product consumed per day
per person in different countries (2003)

Seamark

Artificial reef
Waterway
Breakwater
Fish seed production facility
Fishing port environment
development facility
Tidal land
Floating pier Dock/wharf
(Plaza, garden, rest area, etc. )
Anchorage
Site for fishing port
facility construction
Ice-making, freezer, and refrigerator facility
Revetment
Road
Sorting area
Supply facility (supply of water, ice, oil, and electricity)
Communication facility for fishery activities
Fishing port cleaning
Open storage yard
facility
Fishing port management facility
Waste oil disposal facility Ship disposal facility
Parking
Fishing port welfare facility
Fishing boat and gear
Fishery warehouse
maintenance facility

g/day/person

Culturing area

Meat

Processing facility

Fishing village living environment facility (village road, miscellaneous
water system for fishery industry,
village wastewater facility, disaster safety facility, garden, plaza, etc.)

Shellfish

Japan

China France Germany Italy

U.K.

U.S.
indicates ones implemented in fishery industry
development projects

Source: FAO “Food balance sheets”
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Overview of Planning System in Fishing Ports and Grounds Development Act

Role of Fishery Industry Development

National Government

– Secure stable supply of safe and high quality fishery products –

Basic policy of developing fishing
ports and grounds

{Japan’s self-sufficiency rate of fishery products in Japan is 62% (2008),
which is the lowest level among major fishery production countries.

z Position
• Prepared by Minister of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Transition of the amount of fishery product production
and self-sufficiency rate of edible shellfish products
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• Specifically and quantitatively
present important projects and goals

Application

Specified fishing ports and ground development plans
• Local government (operating entity) prepares based on the basic plan
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• Implement projects in individual areas based on important projects and goals listed
in the long-term plan

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, “Food Demand-Supply Chart” “Annual
Report of Fishery and Fish Farming Production Statistics”
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Development of Fishing Ground

Development of Directly Managed Fishing Grounds which Increase Offshore Resources
(Frontier Fishing Ground Development Projects)

{Promotemeasuresforthedevelopmentoffrontierfishinggrounds whichaimstoincreaseoffshore
resources,conservationandproductionofkelpforestsandtidal lands,developmentoffishfarmingand
nursingareas,conservationoffishinggroundssuchassedimentremoval

Current status and problems
{Japan's EEZ is the 6th largest in the world.
{The amount of catches in offshore areas has been more rapidly decreasing than the catches in
coastal areas.
{Few local governments have developed fishing grounds in offshore areas which are not usually
part of their jurisdictions.
Ratio of burdens
{The national government ¾, prefectures which enjoy significant benefits from applicable project ¼
Expected effects
{Promote recovery of offshore fishery resources
{Realize planned development of EEZ

Status of achieving the goal of fishing ground development in the long-term plan of fishing ports and
grounds
Image of fishing ground development

Development of artificial reefs
and fish farming and nurturing
areas (About 75,000 ha)

{Basic fishery plan
Increase 1.05 million tons by 2017
(Sustainable production goalmtrend
value)

Produce
culturing areas

Sediment removal, etc. to
recover fishing ground
functions
(about 250,000 ha)
Seafloor
cultivation

Dredging

Conservation of kelp forest,
tidal land, etc.
(about 5,000ha)

<About 1/3 is allocated>
{Long-term development plan for
fishing ports and grounds
About 145,000 tons of fishery
products are additionally supplied
(five years)
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Development of fishing ground for the cresthead
flounder and snow crab

{Example of effects
¡Artificial reef development in Shimane

(Western area of the Sea of Japan)
Create protective nurturing reefs for the crest-head flounder or the snow crab
{Total budget䋺 6,500 million yen
{FY 2009 project cost (after budget correction): 1,030 million yen
{Project period: 2007 - 2014
{Planed size: 21 groups, 8,400ha (1group䋺2,000mu2,000m)
{Effect䋺B/C=1.99

About 950,000 m3 of artificial reefs have been created in the coastal area
of Shimane since 1965.
: Overview of developed sea
areas

Image of a protective nurturing reef
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Multiple blocks are placed inside a 2,000 m
x 2,000 m section to create one group.
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Development of fishing ground targeting the
Japanese horse mackerel and chub mackerel, etc.

{Example of effects
¡Sand capping (the Ariake Sea, Kumamoto)

(Western offshore area of Goto Island, etc.)
{The Japanese horse mackerel, chub
mackerel, and Japanese mackerel are
important fishes which account for 17% of
Japan’s surface fishery production, but the
catches have been decreasing in the
recent years.

(million yen)

Production (ton)

Create tidal lands using high quality sands to improve ground quality and
increase productivity of organisms such as asari clams.

Image of fishing ground development

{Developed fishing grounds to improve the
fundamental marine productivity and
increase resources such as the Japanese
horse mackerel and chub mackerel.
Generate upward flow

1997

Kumamoto Pref.

Produced sand-covered fishing
ground

1999

2001

2003

2005

2007

Amount of production and landing of asari
clam in Kumamoto (the Ariake Sea)
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{Example of effects
䂹Mound artificial reef (offshore of the Ikitsuki Island, Nagasaki)
Installed a upwelling mound reef aiming to strengthen the fundamental marine
productivity and maintain and nurture fishery resources
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Image of fishing
ground
development

The upwelling current carried nutrient salt
from the seafloor to the surface which
generated planktons that fishes feed on.
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Introducing a successful Japanese Marine Ranching Project:
- Shiraishijima Island’s Marine Ranching Project in Okayama Takehiro Tanaka
Director of Fisheries Division
Department of Agriculture, Forest and Fisheries
Okayama Prefectural Government, Japan
Abstract
This paper introduces technical aspects of a Japanese Marine Ranching Project carried
out in the western part of the Seto Inland Sea, in Okayama prefecture. The project aims
to provide a station to increase fisheries resources for local fishing communities. Recently,
local fishers have faced a severe depletion of fish stock and demanded the Okayama
prefectural government to support them regenerating the state of the sea. The Marine
Ranching Project was a result of this local request, and it was launched in 1991. The
ranching covers the sea area, which is approximately 350 ha between two outer islands,
Shiraishijima and Takashima Island. The ranching is consisted of artificial fish shelters
(11,320 units) and an acoustic feeding equipment in order to manipulate fish movement
patterns and make them stay within the marine ranching area where the ideal
spawning and nursery grounds are created. It has taken almost ten years to complete the
full implementation of the ranching and cost approximately 21 million US dollars. The
project target to increase the stock of 7 main species (Japanese red seabream, Gilthead,
Rockfish, Marbled rockfish, Seabass, Red spotted Grouper, Fat greenling) and other
native fish and the system is maintained and managed by the local fishermen association
of Shiraisijima Island. The prohibition of trawling was also set from 1992 in the central
region of the marine ranching.
The ranch is principally designed to supply appropriate habitats for those targeted
species and it primarily aims to regenerate the rate of their population recruitment. Thus,
it is critical to enhance the environmental capacity of the marine area in terms of the
ecosystem structure, taking account of the area’s trophic dynamics and habitat variations
including already existing both artificial and natural marine reefs and sea grass beds. So
far, this ranching has doubled the catch amount of targeted species and marked
approximately 15% increase of general fish catch. However, it has also created a conflict
between commercial and recreational fishers, who are attracted by the ample fish stock.
From the perspectives of both community management and resource/ecosystem recovery,
the marine ranching has been very successful and, we would argue, it would be more
efficient and beneficial if we construct more marine ranching and create networks to
sustain habitat continuity within the marine ecosystem.
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IntroducingasuccessfulJapanese
MarineRanchingProject:
Shiraishijima Island’sMarine
RanchingProjectinOkayama

BasicConceptofEnvironmentalRestoration
inOkayama
1䋮Restoration of tidal lands and kelp
forests

Takehiro Tanaka

2䋮Development of bases for animal
production and the supply of fishery
resources
~Concept of marine ranch~

DirectorofFisheriesDivision,
DepartmentofAgriculture, ForestandFisheries
OkayamaPrefecturalGovernment
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sizes
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Distributionofzostera
Distributionofzostera bedinOkayama
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(ii) Development of Mizushima
Coastal Industrial Zone
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MarineRanchImageDiagram
Linefishing
Maturedfis

Zostera
Fishingraft

Maturedfishhabitat
AcousticFeedingEquipment

Fishreleasearea

Seaglass

Maturedandgoingoffshore

Parentfishhabitat
AcousticFeedingEquipment
Prematuredfishhabitat
TrawlingAr
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ThelocationofShiraishijima Islands
MarineRanch

Takashima
Island
Marineranching

Shiraishi
Island

14
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Thecontentof
theMarineranchingProject
䊶12Yearsproject:19912002
䊶Wecreatedvarioustypesofhabitat
bysettingupartificial reefsandsea
weedbeds.
11,320ArtificialReefs
35,920m3NaturalStones
TargetedSpecies:
Japaneseredseabream,Gilthead,
Rockfish,Marbledrockfish,Seabass,
RedspottedGrouper,Fatgreenling

11

15

ArtificialReefs

Implementingseveraltypesof
artificialReefstoprovidehabitats
suitablefordifferentspeciesoffishand
alsodifferentlifestagesoffish
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26

giltheadstaying

FY2003~2004Post
FY2003~2004Postevaluation
Investigation

Acousticfeedingequipment

Contents of the investigation
(1) Investigation of fish swarming
• Submersible survey
(Total length of target fishes, visual
count of individuals)

Acousticfeedingequipment

(2) Catch researches
• Test operation of gill nets
• Measure length and weights of
caught fishes
• Number of eggs or embryos inside
gonads of caught fishes

Redspottedgrouper

RGroupergatheringaround
thefeedingequipment

Otherprematured fishgathered

Investigation period
One year from Nov. 2003 to Oct.
2004, once a month, total of 12 times

27

InvestigationOutcomesofMaturity
andEggProduction

MarineRanchImageDiagram
Zostera
Fishingraft

Linefishing
Maturedfis

Maturedfishhabitat
AcousticFeedingEquipment

Fishreleasearea

31

Seaglass

Maturedandgoingoffshore

Fishspecies
Japanese
stingfish
Marbled
rockfish
Greenling
Redspotted
grouper
black
seabream

Fishspecies
Japanese
stingfish
Marbled
rockfish

Parentfishhabitat
AcousticFeedingEquipment
Prematuredfishhabitat

Greenling

TrawlingAr
28
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Redspotted
grouper
black
seabream

Spawningseason(confirmfishes
carryingeggs)
October~December
October~ May
September~December
June~August
April~May

Fishspecies
Japanese
stingfish
Marbled
rockfish
Greenling
Redspotted
grouper
black
seabream

Averagenumberofeggsorlarvae
insideabodyofoneadult
28,103larvae/adult
90,310 larvae/adult
34,877eggs/adult
224,911 eggs/adult
1,255,233eggs/adult

Totallengthoffishcarryingeggs
125mm~275mm
125mm~250mm
225mm~350mm
175mm~350mm
325mm~425mm

32

VerificationandEvaluation
Amount of annual benefit
and loss (B)

Average unit price of
each species
u

o

Estimated catches based on
already known resource
property values
(i) Natural mortality rate
(ii) Catch rate
(iii) Survival rate

o

Estimate the number of larvae
based on already known resource
property values
(i) Hatchability or reproduction
ratio
(ii) Survival rate

Estimate the total
number of eggs and
larvae per species in the
entire nurturing ground

Measure number of eggs and
larvae (actual measurement)

o

Workingwithlocalfishers

Amount of annual benefit and loss (B) =134 million yen
Cost (C) =1,825 million yen
Cost effectiveness (B/C) =1.19
33

37

Anotherchallenge

Conclusion/Lessonslearned
Marineenvironment

Communities

1.enhancingthewhole
ecosystemnotjustfish

1. Involvinglocalfisherfrom
thefirststage

2. Appropriatingthe
intrinsicecological
featuresoftheareafor
designing

2. Valuescientificknowledge
andlocalknowledge

3.Maintainthebiological
niche
EelGrass(Zostera marina)

34
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䌒䌥䌣䌯䌶䌥䌲䌹 䌐䌲䌯䌪䌥䌣䌴 ImageDiagram
Seagrass
Juvenilenurturearea

3.Notjustfishstock
measuresbutecosystem
measures!

AcousticFeedingEquipment

FishingBridge
OysterRaft

Maturedfishhabitat
35

TheareaandOysterAquaculture
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䋲䋮ᶏᵗᧁ䊺 䋨KAIYO DOBOKU Co.,Ltd.䋩

䌆䌒䌁-䌓䌅䌁䌆䌄䌅䌃วห࿖㓙䊪䊷䉪䉲䊢䉾䊒



䌆䌐㝼␂䋨Fish Paradise Reef䋩

ᣣᧄᄢဳੱᎿ㝼␂දળળຬฦ␠䈱㝼␂䈮䈧䈇䈩
ᣣᧄᄢဳੱᎿ㝼␂දળળຬฦ␠䈱㝼␂䈮䈧䈇䈩
(Reefs of Japan Artificial Fish Reef Association members)

䌾ട⋖䋹␠䈱㝼␂ᒻ⁁╬ⷐ⺑䌾
(䌾Outline explanation of 9 member’s Reefs䌾)
䌎䌯䌶䌥䌭䌢䌥䌲 䋱䋱 , 䋲䋰䋱䋰

ᣣᧄᄢဳੱᎿ㝼␂දળ

䌆䌐㝼␂䋳䋮䋲䋵ဳ䋨 Fish Paradise Reef 3.25m type 䋩

Japan Artificial Fish Reef Association (JAFRA)
http://www.nissyoukyou.com



䋱䋮⍹Ꮉፉᑪ᧚Ꮏᬺᩣᑼળ␠

䋲䋮ᶏᵗᧁᩣᑼળ␠䋨KAIYO DOBOKU Co.,Ltd.䋩

䋨䌉䌓䌉䌋䌁䌗䌁䌚䌉䌍䌁 䌃䌏䌎䌓䌔䌒䌁䌕䌃䌔䌉䌏䌎 䌍䌁䌔䌅䌒䌉䌁䌌䌓 䌃䌏. 䌌䌔䌄.䋩

䌆䌐㝼␂䋳䋮䋲䋵ဳ䇮䋱䋮䋶䌎ဳ䋨Fish Paradise Reef 3.25m and 1.6N type䋩

䉳䊞䊮䊗㝼␂䋨JUMBO REEF䋩
㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩

㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 3.25 m and 1.6 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 34.3 m3 and 4.1 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 13.03 t and 2.34 t
㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩

䋱䋳䋰-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 7.060 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 130.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 25.2 t

䊶ᒝ࿕䈭৻᭴ㅧ䋨Solid and Single piece structure䋩

㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩 䊶䊌䊈䊦䈫䊥䊮䉫䈱ਃⷺᒻ⁁䊑䊨䉾䉪䉕ၮᧄන䈫䈜䉎วℂ⊛䈭ቯ᭴ㅧ䈱⚵┙㝼␂䇯
䋨It is based on triangular form that made from panel and ring.䋩
䊶ਃⷺᒻ⁁䈮䉋䉎䊋䊤䊮䉴䈱ข䉏䈢㊀㊂ಽᏓ䈫ૐ䈇㊀ᔃ䈲ੱᎿ㝼␂䈫䈚䈩ቯᕈ⢻䈏㜞䈇䇯
䋨Triangular form made it possible to provides very stable structure.䋩
䊶ਃⷺᒻ⁁䈱ᢳㄝ䈲ᶏᵹ䉕Ꮞ䈐䈕䇮⦟䈇㙄႐䉕ㅧ䉍䈜ലᨐ䈅䉎䇯
䋨The slope of reef roll up tidal current and effects to make fishing ground.䋩
䊶⠴ਭᕈ䈏㐳䈒ታ❣䈱䈅䉎㋕╭䉮䊮䉪䊥䊷䊃᭴ㅧ‛䈪䈅䉎䇯䋨Good at durability and result.䋩

䊶ⶄ㔀䈭᷵ᵹ⊒↢䋨Makes a complicated eddying flow䋩
䊶㜞䈇Ⲇ㓸䇮Ⴧᱺലᨐ䋨Highly swarming, propagating effects䋩
䊶ੂⓍ䉂⸳⟎น⢻䋨Supports Random Masonry䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䌆䌐㝼␂䋱䋮䋶䌎ဳ䋨 Fish Paradise Reef 1.6N type 䋩



䉳䊞䊮䊗㝼␂䋨JUMBO REEF䋩

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩䋱䋰䋰-㸇ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 4,030 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 100.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 17.6 t

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋰䋰-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 4030 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 100.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 20.0 t

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋷䋰-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 4,030 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 170.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 29.4 t

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋳䋰-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 7.060 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 130.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 25.2 t

䋱䋮䋶䌎ဳੂⓍ䉂⸳⟎䋨 F P1.6N type Random Masonry䋩



䌆䌐㝼␂䋳䋮䋲䋵ဳ䇮䋱䋮䋶䌎ဳ䋨Fish Paradise Reef 3.25m and 1.6N type䋩
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 㕒ጟ⋵ਅ↰Ꮢ䋨Shimoda City Shizuoka Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 40 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 5years

㸠⺞ᩏ႐ᚲ
䋨 Investigation Place 䋩

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋳䋰-㸇ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 7.060 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 130.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 22.1 t



⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋶䋴-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 9770 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 164.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 29.8 t

䊛䉿䋨Gnomefish䊶Scombrops boops䋩



䊛䉿䋨Gnomefish䊶Scombrops boops䋩

䉟䉰䉨䋨Threeline grunt䊶Parapristipoma trilineatum䋩

䌆䌐㝼␂䋳䋮䋲䋵ဳ䇮䋱䋮䋶䌎ဳ䋨Fish Paradise Reef 3.25m and 1.6N type䋩
⺞ᩏᐕᣣ䋺2010ᐕ420ᣣ䋨Investigation in April 20 , 2010䋩

䉳䊞䊮䊗㝼␂䋨JUMBO REEF䋩

⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 䋱䋶䋴-㸉ဳ
㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 9770 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 164.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 29.8 t
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䋳䋮ᛛ⎇⥝ᬺ䊺 䋨Giken Kogyo Co.,LTD.䋩



䋴䋮ᐢ䊺 䋨KOWA CORPORATION䋩

䊃䊤䉴䊥䊷䊐䋨Truss Reef䋩



䊏䊤䊚䉾䊄ဳ㝼␂䋨PYRAMID TYPE䋩

䋳䋮ᛛ⎇⥝ᬺᩣᑼળ␠䋨Giken Kogyo Co.,LTD.䋩
䊃䊤䉴䊥䊷䊐䊶TR-30 䋨Truss Reef䊶TR-30䋩
㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 7.30 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 316.0m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 30.6 t



䋴䋮ᐢᩣᑼળ␠䋨KOWA CORPORATION䋩



䊏䊤䊚䉾䊄ဳ㝼␂䊶P200A㸉䋨PYRAMID TYPE䋩
㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩
10.8 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 209.9 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩
35.38 t
㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩
䊶Can gather both pelagic and demersal fish.
䊶Can be a function as a shelter and feeding station.
䊶Can be adjusted to various height in the sea area.
䊶Can install a food organism propagation unit.

㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩 䊶㒶ᓇ䈮ን䉖䈣ౝㇱ᭴ㅧ䋨Internal structure
with delicate shades䋩
䊶ḝᵹ䈱⊒↢䈮ᦨㆡ䈭ᒻ⁁䋨The best
shape for generation of upwelling current䋩
䊶ቯᕈ䈮ఝ䉏䈢᭴ㅧ䋨Excellent structure
in stability䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䊃䊤䉴䊥䊷䊐䊶TR-30 䋨Truss Reef䊶TR-30䋩
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 㐳ፒ⋵ᄀጘᏒ䋨Iki City Nagasaki Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 35 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 2 years



䊏䊤䊚䉾䊄ဳ㝼␂䊶P200A㸉䋨PYRAMID TYPE䋩

㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩
㣮ఽፉ⋵ᄶ⟤ᄢፉ䋨Amami-ohshima Island in Kagoshima Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 110 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 0.5 years

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

࿁ㆆ䈜䉎䉟䉰䉨䋨Parapristipom trilineatum
that wanders䋩

䊚䊉䉦䉰䉯䈫䊈䊮䊑䉿䉻䉟䋨Pterois lunulata and
Apogon semilineatus䋩

䉝䉳⑼䋨Carangidae䋩

䊍䊧䊅䉧䉦䊮䊌䉼䋨Seriola rivoliana䋩
䊣䉮䊐䉣䉻䉟䋨Lutjanus erythropterus䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䉦䊪䊊䉩䋨Stephanolepis cirrhifer䋩

䉟䉲䉻䉟䋨Oplegnathus fasciatus䋩

䊃䊤䉴䊥䊷䊐䊶TR-30 䋨Truss Reef䊶TR-30䋩



䊣䉮䊐䉣䉻䉟䋨Lutjanus erythropterus䋩
䉴䉦䉲䊁䊮䉳䉪䉻䉟䋨Rhabdamia gracilis䋩



䊟䉟䊃䊊䉺䋨Epinephelus malabaricus䋩

䊏䊤䊚䉾䊄ဳ㝼␂䊶P200A㸉䋨PYRAMID TYPE䋩

䋨䌖䌔䌒േ↹䈱⾍䉍ઃ䈔䋩
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䋵䋮䉴䊚䊥䊷䊐䊺 䋨SUMIREEF CO.,LTD䋩





䋶䋮ᄥᐔᵗ䊙䊁䊥䉝䊦䊺 (Taiheiyo Materials Corporation䋩
䉴䊷䊌䊷䊄䊤䉯䊮䊥䊷䊐䋨SUPER

䊁䊃䊤䊥䊷䊐䋨Tetra Reef䋩

䋵䋮䉴䊚䊥䋭䊐ᩣᑼળ␠䋨SUMIREEF CO.,LTD䋩



䋶䋮ᄥᐔᵗ䊙䊁䊥䉝䊦ᩣᑼળ␠(Taiheiyo Materials Corporation䋩 

䊁䊃䊤䊥䋭䊐䊶TR-3䋨Tetra Reef䊶 TR-3䋩

䉴䊷䊌䊷䊄䊤䉯䊮䊥䊷䊐䋨SUPER DRAGON REEF䋩

㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 3.03 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 27.3m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 8.2t
㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩 䊶It is the integral construction of the concrete which

㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 20.00 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 1,285.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 82 t

contains a part construction.
䊶The big surface structure is main constituent, much
shadow occurs and makes a complicated eddy occur.
䊶The arrangement planning is according to the fish
and the fishing method .Various arrangement planning
such as the crowding, the piled are possible.

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩 䊶The hybrid construction which put concrete
and steel together
䊶Living apart is possible from a small fish to
large scale fish size
䊶Show the effect that is near to a natural reef

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽲

䊁䊃䊤䊥䋭䊐 TR-3䋨 Tetra Reef TR-3䋩
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 㕍⋵᧲ᵤシᄖ䊱ᵿ↸



䋨Sotogahama City out of Aomori Prefecture Higashitugaru District䋩

䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 21 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 3 years
䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

␂ౝ䊶䊜䊋䊦䋨inside䊶Sebastes thompsoni䋩

ਛᐥ᧼ઃ⌕↢‛䊶䍙䍻䍘䍼䍱䍢䍼䍕䇮䊟䊥䉟䉦ෆྙ
䋨Middle alcove Slab䊶Stylasterina,Loligo bleeker Ocoon䋩

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽴

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽳


䉴䊷䊌䊷䊄䊤䉯䊮䊥䊷䊐䋨SUPER DRAGON REEF䋩
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 ᄢಽ⋵ᵤਭᏒ䋨Tsukumi City Oita Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 50 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 2 years

䉟䉰䉨䋨Parapristipoma trilineatum䋩

␂ౝ䊶䊜䊋䊦䋨inside䊶Sebastes inermis䋩

DRAGON REEF䋩

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽵

䉟䉰䉨䋨Parapristipoma trilineatum䋩

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽵

06TAIHEI ౮⌀㽷

䊙䉻䉟䋨Pagrus major䋩

䊑䊥䋨Seriola quinqueradiata䋩

␂ౝ䊶䊜䊋䊦䋨inside䊶Sebastes thompsoni䋩

䊁䊃䊤䊥䋭䊐 TR-3䋨 Tetra Reef TR-3䋩



䉴䊷䊌䊷䊄䊤䉯䊮䊥䊷䊐䋨SUPER DRAGON REEF䋩

䋨䌖䌔䌒േ↹䈱⾍䉍ઃ䈔䋩
06TAIHEI ⺞ᩏᤋ
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䋷䋮ᣣᧄ䉮䊷䉬䊮䊺



䋸䋮ᣣᧄ䊥䊷䊐䊺 䋨Japan Reef Co.,Ltd.䋩

NIHON KOKEN Co.,Ltd.

䉦䊅䉪䊤䊑䊨䉾䉪(Multi-purpose algae reef)

䋷䋮

2.0mⷺဳ⚵┙㝼␂䋨2.0m Cube Constructed Reef䋩

ᣣᧄ䉮䊷䉬䊮ᩣᑼળ␠ NIHON KOKEN Co.,Ltd.



䋸䋮ᣣᧄ䊥䊷䊐䋨Japan Reef Co.,Ltd.䋩

䉦䊅䉪䊤䊑䊨䉾䉪 KANAKURABLOCK(Multi-purpose algae
reef)
Height䋺 0.80 m

㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩 6.018 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 153.15 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩 33.1 t
㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩
䊶 2䌭ⷺဳ㝼␂䉕ኾ↪䈱ㅪ⚿㊄ౕ䈪ኈᤃ䈮⚵┙䈪䈐䉎䇯

m3

Bulk volume䋺 5.44
Weight: 7.054 t

䊶It is made of concrete and it becomes the substrates for seaweeds adhesion of large- scale
seaweeds such as the Eisenia bicyclis Ecklonia cava and Sargassum fulvellum.
䊶Various effects can be expected by setting it up with the unit product, the unit, and the colony
product.
䊶Spawning ground of Sepioteuthis lessoniana etc. Crustacean's of Panulirus japonicus etc. arrival
fixed place and living places. It functions as nursery areas of frys of useful fishes of Oplegnathus
fasciatus, Acanthopagrus schlegelii, and the Stephanolepis cirrhifer, etc. and living places.
䊶Fisheries Research Agency and joint patent application.

䋨This fish reef is a 2-meters cube and the cubes can be easily connected with the special
attachments.䋩

䊶 ዋ䈭䈇ᢙ䈪㜞䈘䈶ᄙᢙ䈱ዊⓨ㑆䉕⏕䈪䈐䉎䇯
䋨The structure makes many small rooms and enough heightwith only 8 or 9 cubes.䋩

䊶 ⸳⟎ᶏၞ䈮ᔕ䈛䇮㜞䈘䉕䋨6䌭䊶4䌭䋩ㆬᛯ䈪䈐䉎䇯

䋨This reef has selective height variations (6, or 4 meters) depending on depths or
condition of sea waters.䋩







The unit



2.0mⷺဳ⚵┙㝼␂䊶150-6-F䋨2.0m Cube Constructed Reef䊶150-6-F䋩

㽲⻉ర Spec

㽳․㐳 Feature

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

The unit product

The colony product

䋨150-6-F䋩

KANAKURABLOCK(Multi-purpose algae reef)
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ Investigation
䊶Place䋺 Siomi Tateyama City Chiba Prefecture
䊶Depth䋺 10 m
䊶Installation passage years䋺 4 years



䋨130-4-F䋩

2.0mⷺဳ⚵┙㝼␂䊶150-6-F
䋨2.0m Cube Constructed Reef䊶150-6-F 䋩



㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 ᐶ⋵ධ䈅䉒䈛Ꮢ䋨Minamiawaji City Hyogo Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩40 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩2 years
䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

Kanakuraishi 㶎



Eisenia bicyclis

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

Eisenia bicyclis
䉴䉵䉨

Panulirus japonicus
Apogon semilineatus
Oplegnathus fasciatus
㶎 '[Kanakuraishi]' in which hole scattered in the coast of Chiba Prefecture Tateyama opensHere has been called
a place that the fish and the sea crayfish, etc. can capture well for a long time.

KANAKURABLOCK(Multi-purpose algae reef)
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䊙䉝䉳

(Lateolabrax japonicus)

(Trachurus japonicus)

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䋨౮⌀䊶࿑╬䋩

䉟䉲䉻䉟

(Oplegnathus fasciatus)

䉪䊨䉻䉟
(Acanthopagrus schlegelii)

2.0mⷺဳ⚵┙㝼␂䊶150-6-F
䋨2.0m Cube Constructed Reef䊶150-6-F䋩





䋹䋮䊤䉟䊃䊮䉮䉴䊝䊺䋨Litoncosmo Incorporated)
䊊䊆䉦䊛㝼␂䋨Honeycomb Fish Reef䋩


䋹䋮䊤䉟䊃䊮䉮䉴䊝ᩣᑼળ␠䋨Litoncosmo Incorporated)
䊊䊆䉦䊛㝼␂ H633331ဳ䋨Honeycomb Fish Reef H633331type䋩
㽲⻉ర䋨Spec䋩 㜞䈘䋨Height䋩
9.0 m
ⓨኈⓍ䋨Bulk volume䋩 150.0 m3
㊀㊂䋨Weight䋩
34.1 t
㽳․㐳䋨Feature䋩
䊶㝼␂䈱ၮᧄᒻ䈲ⷺᒻ䈱Ᵽᚱ䈪䈜䇯
(The basic form is a honey cell of the hexagon.)
䊶ⱎ䈱Ꮍ⁁䈮⚵䉂ว䉒䈞䈢㝼␂䈲ౝㇱ䈮ⶄ㔀䈭ⓨ㑆䉕䉍䉁䈜䇯
(Fishing Reef combined like the beehive
make a complex space internally.)



䊊䊆䉦䊛㝼␂ H633331ဳ䋨 Honeycomb Fish Reef H633331type 䋩
㽴ലᨐ⺞ᩏ䋨Investigation䋩
䊶႐ᚲ䋨Place䋩 㐳ፒ⋵ኻ㚍Ꮢ䋨Tsushima City Nagasaki Prefecture䋩
䊶᳓ᷓ䋨Depth䋩 90 m
䊶⸳⟎⚻ㆊᐕᢙ䋨Installation passage years䋩 4 years7months

䉟䉰䉨䈱ᄢ䈐䈭⟲䋨Chicken grunt䋩

䊜䉻䉟䈱ᄢ䈐䈭⟲䉏䋨Japanese butterfish䋩

䉥䉥䉴䉳䊊䉺䋨Laterally-banded grouper䋩

䉝䉦䉟䉰䉨䋨Schlegel’s red bass䋩



䊊䊆䉦䊛㝼␂ H633331ဳ䋨 Honeycomb Fish Reef H633331type 䋩
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Case example

Artificial Steel Reefs

䉝䉳㘃
䉡䊙䊀䊤䊊䉩

Artificial steel reefs Technical Association

ầᵹ

䉡䉴䊋䊊䉩
䊙䉝䉳

䊑䊥
䉦䊪䊊䉩
䊑䊥䊶䊍䊤䊙䉰
䉦䊮䊌䉼䊶䉪䊨䉸䉟
䉡䉴䊜䊋䊦
䉦䊪䊊䉩

䉟䉰䉨

䉺䉟

䮨䮗䮲䏂䎔䎓䏖䎑䏚䏐䏙

䊙䊊䉺

䉦䉰䉯

䉦䊪䊊䉩

䊜䊋䊦

䊈䊮䊑䉿䉻䉟
䉥䊆䉥䉮䉷䊶䊊䉺㘃䊶䉮䊨䉻䉟
䊍䊤䊙䉰䊶䉦䊪䊊䉩䊶䉦䉰䉯

䊙䊊䉺

䊍䊤䊜

䊁䊮䉳䉪䉻䉟⑼䊶䊊䉷⑼䊶䊍䊜䉳

Over 60 kinds of fish were found around of the reef.

㪫㫉㪸㪺㪿㫌㫉㫌㫊 㫁㪸㫇㫆㫅㫀㪺㫌㫊㩿㪤㪸㪸㫁㫀㪀
Artificial Steel Reefs
䋼㪞㫆㫆㪻㩷㫇㫆㫀㫅㫋䋾
㪞㫆㫆㪻㩷㫇㫆㫀㫅㫋䋾
䃂 㪪㫋㪼㪼㫃㩷㫀㫊㩷㪼㪸㫊㫐㩷㫋㫆㩷㫎㫆㫉㫂㪃㩷㪺㪸㫅㩷㪹㪼㩷㫄㪸㪻㪼㩷㫀㫅㩷㪸㪺㪺㫆㫉㪻㪸㫅㪺㪼㩷㫋㫆㩷㫆㪺㪼㪸㫅㫆㪾㫉㪸㫇㪿㫀㪺㩷㫇㫉㫆㫇㪼㫉㫋㫐㪃㩷㫋㫐㫇㪼㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷
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㪽㫀㫊㪿㪃㩷㪻㪼㫇㫋㪿㩷㫆㪽㩷㫎㪸㫋㪼㫉㪃㩷㪽㫀㫊㪿㫀㫅㪾㩷㫄㪼㫋㪿㫆㪻㪃㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪹㫉㫀㫅㪾㫊㩷㫆㫌㫋㩷㪿㫀㪾㪿㩷㫇㪼㫉㪽㫆㫉㫄㪸㫅㪺㪼㪅
㪽㫀㫊㪿㪃㩷㪻㪼㫇㫋㪿㩷㫆㪽㩷㫎㪸㫋㪼㫉㪃㩷㪽㫀㫊㪿㫀㫅㪾㩷㫄㪼㫋㪿㫆㪻㪃㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪹㫉㫀㫅㪾㫊㩷㫆㫌㫋㩷㪿㫀㪾㪿㩷㫇㪼㫉㪽㫆㫉㫄㪸㫅㪺㪼㪅
䃂 㪪㫋㪼㪼㫃㩷㪿㪸㫊㩷㪿㫀㪾㪿㩷㫊㫋㫉㪼㫅㪾㫋㪿㪃㩷㫊㫋㪸㪹㫃㪼㩷㫈㫌㪸㫃㫀㫋㫐㪃㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪻㫌㫉㪸㪹㫃㪼㪅㩷㪠㫋㩷㪺㪸㫅㩷㪹㪼㩷㫄㪸㪻㪼㩷㪽㫆㫉㩷㫃㪸㫉㪾㪼㩷㫊㪺㪸㫃㪼㪅
㪪㫋㪼㪼㫃㩷㪿㪸㫊㩷㪿㫀㪾㪿㩷㫊㫋㫉㪼㫅㪾㫋㪿㪃㩷㫊㫋㪸㪹㫃㪼㩷㫈㫌㪸㫃㫀㫋㫐㪃㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪻㫌㫉㪸㪹㫃㪼㪅㩷㪠㫋㩷㪺㪸㫅㩷㪹㪼㩷㫄㪸㪻㪼㩷㪽㫆㫉㩷㫃㪸㫉㪾㪼㩷㫊㪺㪸㫃㪼㪅

㪫㪿㪼㩷㫋㫆㫇㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㫆㫎㪼㫉

㪤㫀㪻㪻㫃㪼

㪣㫆㫎㪼㫉

㪝㪼㪼㪻㫀㫅㪾㩷㫇㫃㪸㫅㫂㫋㫆㫅
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㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪉㪇㫋㫋
㪪㪿㪼㫃㫃㫊

㫂㫂㪄
㫂㫂㪄㪉㪈

㩿㪮㪀㪈㪊㫄
㬍㩿㪣㪀㪈
㩿㪮㪀㪈㪊㫄㬍
㩿㪣㪀㪈㪊㫄㬍㩿㪟㪀㪉㪈㫄
㪀㪉㪈㫄
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷
㪉㪇㪈㪌ণ
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪉
㪇㪈㪌ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪐㪇
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪐㪇㫋㫋
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Nursery for spawning

Nursery reef for food organism

㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅㪼㫊㪼㩷㪩㫆㫆㪽㩷㪫㫀㫃㪼㫊

㪋㪉㪇㪪㪄
㪋㪉㪇㪪㪄㸇

㩿㪮㪀㪈
㩿㪮㪀㪈㪇㫄㬍㩿㪣㪀㪈
㩿㪣㪀㪈㪇㫄㬍㩿㪟㪀㪍㪅㪌㫄
㪀㪍㪅㪌㫄
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪋㪉㪇
ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪋㪍
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪋㪉㪇ণ
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪋㪍㫋㫋

㪘㪜㪄
㪘㪜㪄㪉

㩿㪮㪀㪋㫄
㬍㩿㪣㪀㪋㫄
㬍㩿㪟㪀㪈㫄
㩿㪮㪀㪋㫄㬍
㩿㪣㪀㪋㫄㬍
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪏
ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪈㪍
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪏ণ
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪈㪍㫋㫋

㪪㫋㫆㫅㪼㫊

Seaweed breeding reef

‵⁕⁛‒⁕⁗‒‚⁞⁛⁗‛
㽲㪝㪸㪺㫋㫆㫉㫐㪄㫄㪸㪻㪼

㽳㪫㫉㪸㫅㫊㫇㫆㫉㫋㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅

㽵‵ ⁞⁗⁛

㽴‴⁛⁞⁖⁛⁙‒‒‒⁛⁗

㽶⁅⁛⁝⁛⁙

㪠㪪㪄
㪠㪪㪄㪍㪇㪇

㩿㪮㪀㪉㫄
㩿㪮㪀㪉㫄㬍㩿㪣㪀㪉㫄
㩿㪣㪀㪉㫄㬍㩿㪟㪀㪇㪅㪐㫄
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷
㪊ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷
㪎㫋
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪊
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪎㫋
㪱㪙㪄
㪱㪙㪄㪪㪉

㩿㪮㪀㪍㫄
㩿㪮㪀㪍㫄㬍㩿㪣㪀㪍㫄
㩿㪣㪀㪍㫄㬍㩿㪟㪀㪉㫄
㪀㪉㫄
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪎㪉
ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪉㪇
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪎㪉ণ
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪉㪇㫋㫋

㪝㫀㫊㪿㪼㫉㫐

NEW Seaweed breeding reef
㪘㪽㫋㪼㫉㩷㫆㫅㪼㩷㫐㪼㪸㫉

㪘㪽㫋㪼㫉㩷㫋㫎㫆
㪘㪽㫋㪼㫉㩷㫋㫎㫆 㫐㪼㪸㫉㫊
㫐㪼㪸㫉㫊
㫇㫆㫉㫆㫌㫊㩷㪺㫆㫅㪺㫉㪼㫋㪼

㩿㪮㪀㪇㪅㪌㫄
㬍㩿㪣㪀㪇㪅㪌㫄
㬍㩿㪟㪀㪇㪅㪉㪌㫄
㩿㪮㪀㪇㪅㪌㫄㬍
㩿㪣㪀㪇㪅㪌㫄㬍
㪤㫆㫍㪸㪹㫃㪼㪃㩷㫄㫀㫅㪼㫉㪸㫃㩷㫀㫅㪺㫆㫉㫇㫆㫉㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅

Artificial steel reef with woods

Artificial steel reefs Technical Association
䋼㪚㫆㫅㫋㪸㪺㫋䋾
㫆㫅㫋㪸㪺㫋䋾

㪪㪟㪠㪥㪢㪦 㪢㪜㪥㪱㪘㪠㪃㩷㪣
㪢㪜㪥㪱㪘㪠㪃㩷㪣㪫㪛㪅
㪫㪛㪅
㪋㪍㪃㩷㪤㪸㫉㫌㫊㪿㫀㫄㪸
㪄㪺㪿㫆㪃㩷㪘㫄㪸㪾㪸㫊㪸㫂㫀
㪄㪺㫀㫋㫐㪃㩷
㪋㪍㪃㩷㪤㪸㫉㫌㫊㪿㫀㫄㪸㪄
㪺㪿㫆㪃㩷㪘㫄㪸㪾㪸㫊㪸㫂㫀㪄
㪟㫐㫆㪾㫆㪃㩷㪍㪍㪇㪄
㪟㫐㫆㪾㫆㪃㩷㪍㪍㪇㪄㪇㪇㪏㪍㪃㩷㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅
㪫㪜㪣 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪋㪈㪏㪄
㪍㪋㪈㪏㪄㪋㪊㪊㪍 㪝㪘㪯 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪋㪈㪏㪄
㪍㪋㪈㪏㪄㪉㪋㪉㪊
㪜㪄㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㪿
㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㪿㪄㫋㪸㫂㪸㫐㪸㫄㪸㪗㫊㪿㫀㫅㫂㫆㫂㪼㫅㫑㪸㫀㪅㪺㫆㪅㫁㫇
㫎㫎㫎㪅㫊㪿㫀㫅㫂㫆㫂㪼㫅㫑㪸㫀㪅㪺㫆㪅㫁㫇
㪬㪩㪣㩷㪿㫋㫋㫇㪑㪆㪆
㪬㪩㪣㩷㪿㫋㫋㫇㪑㪆㪆㫎㫎㫎㪅㫊㪿㫀㫅㫂㫆㫂㪼㫅㫑㪸㫀㪅㪺㫆㪅㫁㫇

㪥㪘㪢㪘㪰㪘㪤㪘㩷㪪㪫㪜㪜㪣㩷㪮㪦㪩㪢㪪㪃㩷㪣㪫㪛㪅㩷
㪝㫌㫅㪸㫄㪸㪺㪿㫀 㪈㪄㪈㪄㪍㪍㪃 㪫㪸㫀㫊㫐㫆㪃 㪦㫊㪸㫂㪸㪄
㪦㫊㪸㫂㪸㪄㪺㫀㫋㫐㪃
㪦㫊㪸㫂㪸㪃 㪌㪌㪈㪄
㪌㪌㪈㪄㪏㪌㪌㪈㪃 㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅
㪫㪜㪣 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪌㪌㪌㪄
㪍㪌㪌㪌㪄㪊㪈㪇㪏 㪝㪘㪯 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪌㪌㪌㪄
㪍㪌㪌㪌㪄㪊㪈㪎㪍
㪜㪄㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㫂㪸㫋㪸㫂㪸㫎㪸㪶㫂㪗㫅㪸㫂㪸㫐㪸㫄㪸
㪄㫊㫋㪼㪼㫃㪅㪺㫆㪅㫁㫇
㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㫂㪸㫋㪸㫂㪸㫎㪸㪶㫂㪗㫅㪸㫂㪸㫐㪸㫄㪸㪄
㪄㫊㫋㪼㪼㫃㪅㪺㫆㪅㫁㫇
㪬㪩㪣㩷㪿㫋㫋㫇㪑㪆㪆㫎㫎㫎㪅㫅㪸㫂㪸㫐㪸㫄㪸
㪬㪩㪣㩷㪿㫋㫋㫇㪑㪆㪆㫎㫎㫎㪅㫅㪸㫂㪸㫐㪸㫄㪸㪄

㪡㪘㪧㪘㪥㩷㪝㪠㪪㪟㪜㪩㪰㩷㪞㪩㪦㪬㪥㪛㩷㪪㪰㪪㪫㪜㪤㪪㪃㩷㪣㪫㪛㪅
㪫㪸㫋㫊㫌㫋㪸㪄
㪄㪺㫐㫆㪃㩷
㪠㫂㫆㫄㪸㪄
㪄㪾㫌㫅㪃
㪫㪸㫋㫊㫌㫋㪸㪄㫄㫀㫅㪸㫄㫀 㪍㪄㪉㪄㪉㪉㪃㩷㪠㫂㪸㫉㫌㪾㪸
㪉㪉㪃㩷㪠㫂㪸㫉㫌㪾㪸㪄
㪺㫐㫆㪃㩷㪠㫂㫆㫄㪸

㪜㪍㪇㪇㪄
㪜㪍㪇㪇㪄㪮

㪥㪸㫉㪸㪃㩷㪍㪊㪍㪄
㪥㪸㫉㪸㪃㩷㪍㪊㪍㪄㪇㪈㪌㪊㪃㩷㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅

㩿㪮㪀㪈
㩿㪮㪀㪈㪉㫄㬍㩿㪣㪀㪈
㩿㪣㪀㪈㪉㫄㬍㩿㪟㪀㪏㪅㪌㫄
㪀㪏㪅㪌㫄
㪭㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪎㪋㪌
ণ 㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪈㪐
㫆㫃㫌㫄㪼㪑㩷㪎㪋㪌ণ
㪮㪼㫀㪾㪿㫋㪑㩷㪈㪐㫋㫋

㪫㪜㪣 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪊㪌㪉㪄
㪍㪊㪌㪉㪄㪋㪊㪊㪈 㪝㪘㪯 㪇㪍㪄
㪇㪍㪄㪍㪊㪌㪉㪄
㪊㪌㪉㪄㪇㪊㪊㪏
㪜㪄㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㫅㪾㫊㪗㫃㫌㪺㫂㪅㫆㪺㫅㪅㫅㪼㪅㫁㫇
㫄㪸㫀㫃㩷㫅㪾㫊㪗㫃㫌㪺㫂㪅㫆㪺㫅㪅㫅㪼㪅㫁㫇
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Panel discussion
㹼 Future of the studies on artificial reefs 㹼
Q1. Regarding to objectives of placement of artificial reefs, there are several objectives
such as 1) expansion of fishing grounds, 2) resource enhancement, 3) protect of fishing
grounds among others. Within the artificial reef projects implemented in your country,
what kinds of objectives exist in? In addition, what types of projects are usually
implemented and are needed from now on? Please describe them briefly.
(I) Artificial reef projects in Indonesia aim to develop the fishery sector, tourism, and
conservation of coastal areas. In the captured fisheries has a specific purpose, as a means
of resource concervation and improvement of stock, especially for commodities reef fish.
Types of project that can be implemented and required at this time is those which can be
utilized in accordance with community needs. Artificial reef projects that help improve the
income of the community. The participation and awareness of the community will obtain
maximum results
(M) In Malaysia, the kinds of objectives exist in the artificial reef projects.
x

Resource enhancement / rehabilitation (because the coastal fishing areas are
already depleted due to overfishing and environmental degradation from
destruction of coral reefs and mangrove forest deforestation due housing /
agriculture/ aquaculture development)

x

Expansion of fishing ground – with more artificial reef sites, there will more
fishing ground for the traditional coastal fishermen

x

protection of fishing grounds as anti-trawling objects (because there are many
fishing trawlers encroaching into coastal traditional fishing areas)

(P) The main objective of the Coral Garden Project or Artificial Reef project is the
rehabilitation of damaged coral reef areas, resource enhancement, and protecting fishing
grounds from illegal and destructive fishing activities. Establishment of more coral
garden projects and Marine protected Areas (MPAs).
(T) The objective were 1) to rehabilitate the coastal fishing ground, 2) develop and extend
job opportunity and increase small scale fisher income, 3) to promote conservation
measures and manage the coastal fisheries. The types of project that usually
implemented and still needed from now was categorized as small (scale-area) artificial
reefs cover 1-3 km2 at each designated area by used concrete dice block with size 1.5 x 1.5
x 1.5m as material.
Abbreviation;
(M)Malaysia, (T)Thailand, (P)Philippines, (I)Indonesia, (B)Brunei Darussalam
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(B) 1.1 the main objectives of placement of artificial reefs in Brunei Darussalam are as
follows:1.1.1 To enrich marine resources and protect the fragile marine ecosystem and habitat at
coastal waters. Most artificial reefs were deployed at the fragile coral reefs area to
protect from damages by the destructive fishing gears and other human activities.
1.1.2 To establish other alternative fishing grounds for the fishermen. Being oil industry
country with limited fishing grounds, our waters are shared with other
stakeholders such as oil industry companies, transportation companies and fishing.
In line with the national policy to maximize the safety and security measures at all
oil industry structures offshore and coastal waters, the law was introduced in 2002
to impose 500 m safety zone, whereby the fishermen are prohibited to enter fish
within 500m radius at the oil industry structures. Due to this restricted areas, the
Government through DOF put initiatives to establish other alternative fishing
areas for the fishermen, through the deployment of artificial reefs at strategic
places.
1.1.3 The deployment of artificial reefs also served as “silent enforcement” to the
commercial fishing vessels at sensitive/prohibited area of within 3nm and within
the boundary of neighboring waters. The main objective is to enforce/minimize the
activities from foreign encroachment and local encroachment into sensitive/
prohibited areas.
1.2. Types of projects usually implemented:The reefs projects implemented in Brunei were first initiated using old tires in 1985.
About 800 tires were used to constructs the artificial reefs and deployed at 2 fathom
Rocks, located 5 nm form the shore. Due to un durability of these materials to be used as
part of the artificial reefs, other types of materials were then used such as left over
cylindrical concrete and stainless steel materials. The cylindrical concretes were
constructed into concrete triangular pyramid and in 2002, about 800 units of concrete
triangular pyramid were deployed and about 1,100 units of triangular pyramid stainless
steel were deployed within 20nm from the shore. In supporting the conservation and
management program, in 1988, The BSP donated two redundant oil jackets to be served
as artificial reefs at 2 fathom Rocks. In 1994, another five units of redundant oil jackets
were deployed by BSP at the same site. The department of Fisheries recently received 6
units of redundant oil jackets from BSP and were deployed at Ampa Patches
located…nm from the shore.
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Q2. What kinds of surveys are implemented in general before placement of artificial
reefs? (for example, 1) geographical features survey, 2) oceanic environmental surveys
like waves and currents, 3) biological environmental surveys like fish behavior and
benthos, 4) fishing activity survey in project sites.) In addition, what kinds of survey
methodology are used in general for these surveys, and do you have any problems to
implement these surveys? Please describe them briefly.
(I) The surveys we usually implement consisted of oceanography parameters (depth water,
transparence, temperature, current, salinity, topography and texture of bottom waters, and
dissolved oxygen), coral healthy (coral cover percentages), fish community, and fishing activity
survey in project sites. In addition, the survey methodology were done by using a Line Intercept
Transect method (LIT). A Global Position System Device were used to recorded geographical
positions of the transect areas. A rol-meter was used to measure life-form objects being
intercepted by the tape meter. Data of the intercepted life-form were calculated to find out coral
cover percentages (English et al., 1994). A benthic life-form software commonly recommended in
ASEAN and Australia was used to find out coral cover percentages (Rahmat & Yosephine, 2001).
Coral health status referred to the percent criteria of hard-coral covers determined by Chou (1998).
The percent criteria are excellent (>75 %); good (<75% - >50%); Fair (<50 - >25%); and poor
(<25%). I don’t have any problems to implement these surveys.
(M) The normal kinds of surveys implemented before placement of the artificial are :
1. Geographical features of the sites – is it the open seas, in the bay, is it along the
navigation passage or not and the distance of the sites from the nearest fishing
villages
2. The oceanic survey :
a. the status current and wave of the sites – if the sites experience big wave
and strong current, we will not select the sites.
b. the condition of the seabed whether muddy, sandy or near good coral reefs
or dead coral reefs
3. The existing fishing activities of the proposed site- are there many traditional
fishermen or commercial fishermen ( that is fish trawling activities) or are there
illegal fishing activities going on ( fishing using explosive and cyanide fishing
normally done by illegal fishermen / illegal immigrants-not Sabah/Malaysian)
4. Particularly in Sabah, the kinds of survey used before approving the placement of
artificial reefs are :
x

We normally survey number of fishermen in the village that is near the proposed
placement sites. If there are very few fishermen, we may not approve the
placement of the AR site. This is because if there are few fishermen, they may not
be able to monitor and help to protect the AR sites from illegal fishing (such
bombing, cyanide fishing, etc).
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x

If the sites are too far from the nearest fishing village, it is also difficult for the
local fishermen to monitor and protect the AR sites, so the site might not be
approved.
Since most of the coastal traditional fishermen in Malaysia are still considered to
be poor, so the priority for placement of AR must be near to those poor fishermen
villages.

x

And the other criteria for selecting the placement site are that the local fishermen
must be committed in monitoring and protecting the AR sites and willing to
cooperate with the local Fisheries Department. To confirm their commitment,
the local fishermen must form their Local Village Artificial Reef Committee to
function in monitoring and protecting the artificial sites. If they are not interested,
the placement of AR will be moved to other sites / fishing village that are
committed to form Local Artificial Reef Committee.

(P) All surveys are conducted. Some of the problems utilizing the above survey methods
are the availability of the technical staff and equipment for the survey. The survey
methods employed are the Manta Toe and Line Intercept Transect Method
(Manthachitra, 1994)
(T) The fishery situation survey of target village was held before and after the
installation of artificial reefs by collected data of catch and fishing effort of fishery.
Production was from small scale fisher coming to fish around artificial reefs areas.
According to this method, it quite used high budget and manpower for got complete and
reliable data.
(B) 2.1 there were no concrete surveys conducted before the placement of the artificial
reefs but only carried out at ad hoc bases to ensure no other obstacles faced by other
users or hazards arise from this activity. The assessment of the site included the
structural of the seabed, the study of oceanic parameters such as the water current and
other environmental parameters. It is opined that before the deployment of any structure
for the purpose of artificial reefs it is important to conduct concrete survey beforehand for
future references in terms of the assessment of before and after placement of the artificial
reefs. This is crucial in order to improve the site selection for the promotion of the use of
ARs in Brunei Waters in meeting the objectives of the conservation and management
Program. As for the deployment of the redundant oil platforms, the donor as in this case
BSP, usually conducted their own survey first at the intended site beforehand which
include geographical features survey, oceanic environmental including the ecosystem and
habitats. Most of the information collected are used for the references of the donor in
ensuring that the site selected is not against their policy and could be shared with the
Department of Fisheries upon request. The deployment of the redundant oil jackets are
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based on the guidelines for Decommissioning, Abandonment and Restoration of the oil
and Gas industry Assets in Brunei Darussalam, 2009. Before the deployment takes place,
the agency responsible must first notify to the Marine Department to seek clearance and
site approval. The approval would be granted by the Marine department whereby
notification to the Admiralty Chart would proceed for the references to all merchant
vessels going out and entering the Brunei Waters. The Department of Fisheries
encountered problems in conducting such concrete survey due to the lack of expertise and
manpower coupled with specific funding to carry out the survey.

Q3. How is the planning of artificial reef projects developed generally in your country?
Are there any references to develop the planning of artificial reef projects? Do you have
any problems in planning of artificial reef projects in your country? Please describe
them briefly
(I) Artificial reef development project in Indonesia is carried out in the area of coral reefs damaged
and in the fishing ground. References to develop the planning of artificial reef projects are
the result of research and requests of local governments. The Problems of artificial reef
development plans in Indonesia is an appropriate placement location.
(M) In Malaysia, the planning of the artificial reef project involved the fisheries
department head office, the fisheries department engineering division, SEAFDEC
Terengganu, the district fisheries office, the Marine department or the Port and Harbor
department, sometimes the land office, and the local politician. So far, we do not have
problem in planning the artificial reef projects in Malaysia. In Sabah, the long planning
is to place the artificial reef throughout the 1600 km long coastal waters from Sipitang
(near Brunei border) up to Tawau (near Indonesia border)
(P) Planning is in collaboration with both the Local Government Units (LGUs) and the
FARMC or fisher-folk association in the coastal area. References are based on the
existing or most recent coral reef data of the locality and in some cases based on the
surveys conducted by the BFAR itself. As mentioned, planning would always involve the
stakeholders. Their involvement, support and cooperation are vital in the
implementation of the coral garden project/artificial reef projects.
(T) The Department of Fisheries has merged the Artificial Reef project into the National
Economic and Social Development Plan. The Department of Fisheries provided annual
budgetary provision of 65 million Baht to install artificial reefs along the coasts of both
the Gulf of Thailand and Andaman Sea at 16 sites with 15 small scale artificial reefs and
large scale artificial reef. At present, the local authorities have more budgetary provision,
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fishers can request the artificial reefs project directly from local authorities through the
governor
(B) Planning of the artificial reefs projects include the preparation to gather information
of where the site, the costing and the type of materials to be used based on the
experiences from other countries in this region. By studying the benefits contributed
from this artificial reef projects to the society would lead to the policy makers convinced
the maximum impacts/effects that would be gained. The department would then proceed
to the formulation of the project proposal incorporated under the conservation and
management program which is funded under 5 years national development plan.
Generally this project is costly in the construction and deployment part however, form
our strategic partnership with the oil company, namely BSP the cost of deployment is
incurred by the donor. The department encountered problems in planning and designing
have limited experience and expertise in the implementation and monitoring part.

Q4. What kind of materials are used for artificial reefs? Are stable checks of artificial
reefs to current/waves and frame strengthen check of artificial reefs implemented
regarding to the design of artificial reef projects? Are there any references to
implement design checks of artificial reefs? Do you have any problems in design of
artificial reef projects in your country? Please describe them briefly
(I) Materials used for artificial reefs in Indonesia is the concrete blocks, tire, and steels. Artificial
reef design was adopted considering the current and wave conditions. Reference to the
implementation of checks of artificial reef design is the result of the reset has been done.
Problems in the design of an artificial reef project is that the bottom topography has a
level lower slope at a depth of more than 20 m with a muddy substrate, so many artificial
reefs that are not developed and partially enclosed building an artificial reef sediments.
(M)
x

In Malaysia the design of the artificial reef are checked taking into account of the
stability of the artificial reefs and its frame strength. This is done by the Engineering
Division. Now it is recommended that only Grade 40 and Grade 50 cement can be
used.

x

In Malaysia, the materials used for AR are used vehicle tires, PVC pipes, ceramic
cylindrical sewerage pipes, old wooden boats, reef balls, sinking oil rig platform and
fabricated reinforced concretes

x

But now we mostly used fabricated reinforced concretes size / weighing between 6-32
metric ton per module.

x

The designing of these concrete artificial reefs are done by the fish biologist from
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SEAFEC, Terengganu and the Engineering Division in Putrajaya, Kuala Lumpur.
x

The building and deployment / placement into the seas are tendered to private
contractor according to the specification made /prepared by the Engineering Division.
The building of the concrete artificial reef must of British Standard 8110

x

The concrete quality should be of grade 40 up to Grade 50. Engineer from
Department of Fisheries Malaysia, Putrajaya will check and inspect the completed
artificial reefs before giving approval to deploy them into the sea.

x

Deployment of the artificial reef into the sea must follow the Standard Operating
Procedure prepared by SEAFDEC Terengganu.

x

In Sabah, we have problem in the designing of the artificial reef project because we do
not have engineers in Sabah Fisheries Department.

(P) The materials used usually vary from old tires to the most recent cements and other
structures like decommissioned vessels, automobiles, etc. Design references usually
based on geographical features of the reef areas and to serve as deterrence for destructive
fishing methods or gears. Based on experiences the artificial layout is horizontal with
reference to stability and area coverage since typhoon intensity in the Philippines has
gradually increased vertical designs of AR may pose danger of collapsing over the divers.
(T) The materials that use for artificial reefs installation in Thailand follow as:
1) Concrete dice block size 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 m this is standard type of material that
Department of Fisheries used
2) Concrete pipe: Highway Department
3) Covered goods wagon: the State Railway of Thailand
4) Garbage truck: Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
5) Battle tank: the Royal Thai Army
In item 2)-5) are used for Artificial Reefs Installation under the Royal Project and all of
materials types are strong enough for current.
(B) Several materials were used for the artificial reefs such as the use of old tyres
followed by leftover concrete (cylindrical concrete) donated by the local contractors,
stainless steel and the latest is the use of redundant oil jackets donated by the oil
industry company. The Department is trying to make use of the materials that could be
recycled, hence cutting down the cost in making them and deployment into the sea. Some
references were made through the experiences of neighboring countries in terms of site
comparison and similarity of sea conditions and habitats. The main problem identified
after the deployment was the incapability of the department to monitor the progress of
the artificial reefs at regular bases due to the lack of manpower and other commitment.
According to ad hoc assessment on the development of artificial reefs conducted by the
department, some of the old tyres and the triangular stainless steel were discovered
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buried and misplaced and some were unable to locate the actual site which sometimes
mislead the fishermen who wish to use the artificial reefs site as their alternative fishing
area.

Q5. Is pre-evaluation regarding to the effects of artificial reef projects done before
implementation of artificial reef projects? Is post-evaluation regarding the effects of
artificial reef projects after implementation of artificial reef projects? What kind of
evaluation activities are generally implemented in your country of the projects? Are
there any problems regarding to evaluation of the projects in your country? Please
describe them briefly
(I) Pre-evaluation of post-evaluation of the impact of artificial reef projects carried out before and
after implementation of the project. Type evaluation is the condition of fish populations, fishing
catches, the condition of artificial reef ecosystems (oceanography and sessile organisms penempel).
The problem of evaluation of artificial reef project is the project lasted not long or not enough time.
(M) As we are lacking of manpower and as well trained staff in artificial reefs, not much
have been done on the pre-evaluation and the post-evaluation of the artificial reef
projects effects. For the Sabah artificial reef projects done in early 2009; we have done the
survey on the catch and income of the fishermen after the implementation of the artificial
reef projects by asking questionnaires to the fishermen and surveying the artificial reef
sites by taking underwater video done by private professional divers / photographers.
(P) Both evaluations are conducted prior to and after the implementation of the Artificial
Reef /Coral Garden Projects. The social and economic importance of the artificial reefs
are determined and discussed with the stakeholders. Evaluations are conducted to
determine the capacity and support of the stakeholders to manage and conserve the coral
reefs/artificial reef projects. Consultations and workshops are conducted to assist the
stakeholders formulate management plans and ordinances to ensure protection of the
reef areas. Cooperation and support of the stakeholders is vital in the implementation of
the Artificial Reef/Coral Garden Projects.
(T) The generally evaluation activities are 1) estimate catch and effort of fishery
production from fishing around artificial reef 2) evaluate the socio-economic of fishers.
Evaluation schemes for artificial reef, spanning from biological to socioeconomic aspect,
had be set up along with nearly all construction and installation but most of result are
less substantive. Although limitations of budget and scientific personnel were always
claimed to be major problems, inadequate sampling protocol as well as its associated
methods for each evaluation scheme was the real problems. The limitations of sampling
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methodology remain a major obstacle to our understanding of artificial reef ecology.
(B) Generally, the pre and post evaluation to the effects of the artificial reefs were done at
ad hoc bases.

Q6. What kinds of problems/obstacles exit to promote and implement artificial reef
projects smoothly? Do you have any idea to solve these problems/obstacles? Please
describe them briefly.
(I) Bottom topography in general have a high degree slope, which is more than 300, relatively
narrow reef flats at depths appropriate for the placement of artificial reefs (depth of approximately
10m). There should be a design and composition of artificial reef materials that are suitable for
topographic slope waters of the high level.
(M)
x

In Malaysia, particularly in Sabah, the problems / obstacles that exist to promote and
implement artificial reef projects smoothly is the lack of funding. So at the moment,
not very many artificial reefs can be built and deployed to the coastal waters in
Sabah.

x

The other problems are the lack of trained manpower to monitor and do more R&D
on the artificial reef projects.

x

To solve these problems more funding should be given to this artificial project and
secondly, to train more fisheries staff in artificial reef program. And we would be very
grateful if the Japanese government can sponsor few fisheries officers to be trained in
Japan.

(P) The implementation of the Artificial Reef projects would be relatively easy and
deemed successful if there is the cooperation and support from the stakeholders (Local
Government Units, Fisher-folk Cooperatives, FARMC, etc.). Since the ARs are effective
aggregating devices for fish and other benthic organisms, fishermen are tempted to fish
in the reef areas thus, ‘disrupting” assemblages of corals and other sessile organisms.
The approaches to address this issue are: a) Information and Education Campaigns,
making the stakeholders understand their responsibilities and consequences vis-à-vis
the protection and conservation of the coral reefs; b) Alternative livelihood for fishermen
to diminish fishing activities in the artificial reef or coral garden areas.
(T) Nowadays, not only the Department of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives that has installed artificial reefs but also the Department of Natural
Resources, Ministry of Natural Resource, Ministry of Natural Resource and
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Environment, the local authorities or even the Department of Navy have also
implemented artificial reefs. The all of implement artificial reefs authorities should be
give more a little bit cooperative to set a master plan for artificial reef installation for
increase efficiency in artificial reefs project development.
(B) We need scientists and experts dedicated to the implementation of the artificial reef.
As a solution, we should promote technical collaboration with other institutions and
strategic partnership with other stakeholders not only in terms contributing in the
materials, funding but more in monitoring and improving the effectiveness of this
projects for the benefits to the fishermen in the long term .

Q7. What kinds of artificial reef projects are needed from now on in your country? In
addition, why these kinds of artificial reef projects are needed? Please describe them
briefly.
(I) Artificial reef projects that could improve habitat and increase fish production, due to
environmental degradation and fish resources.
(M)
x

In my opinion, the kinds of the kinds of artificial reef (AR) projects needed in
Malaysia and especially in Sabah are:
1. The huge fish artificial reef made of concrete that are durable (can last more than
50 years in seawaters) and can attract multi-species fish (fish, lobster, mollusk,
cuttlefish, crab, etc). Huge artificial reefs can also deter trawler boats encroaching
into the traditional coastal fishing areas.
2. The other kind of artificial reef needed is the lobster artificial reefs. This is
because the lobster population in Sabah are now depleted which need to be
rehabilitated and protected from overfishing
3. There is also a need for the abalone artificial reef – this is because the abalone
population in Sabah coastal waters is now depleted. The demand for abalone in
Sabah restaurant is also high. So We need enhance its recovery through artificial
reefs.

(P) Most of the coral reef damages are wrought mainly by anthropogenic activities like
unsound agricultural practices, pollution, illegal and destructive fishing activities and
environmental changes like the El Nino phenomenon. The very common AR modules
used before are rubber tires “pyramids”, because it is cheap to construct and relatively
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easy to deploy. The use of these rubber tires was later stopped because of its’ alleged toxic
properties. At present, the artificial reefs utilized in the country are now mainly made of
concrete or cement modules which the designs may vary; as deterrence to destructive
fishing (bottom trawls and the likes), geographic profile of the sea bottom, and according
to the allotted budget for the construction of artificial reefs, etc.
(T) Yes, The study of different designs of artificial reefs, and the recommendation on the
best design to be adopted in South East Asia region.
(B) Generally, artificial reef projects have proven useful in supporting our conservation
and management program and this enrichment of marine biodiversity approach would
continue in the years to come. With the supporting from other stakeholders, promoting
the strategic partnership between the public and private sectors, public awareness and
education are necessary and crucial in making Brunei waters one of the productive areas
in this region.

Q8. A lot of Japanese experts of artificial reefs participate in this Workshop. Do you
have any topics or issues to hear from Japanese experts? Please describe them briefly.
(I) The development of artificial reefs in Japan, and artificial reef models more appropriate for
habitat rehabilitation and improvement of fish stocks
(M) I would like to hear topics or issues from Japanese experts on the following topics:
x

We are interested in the DESIGN OF artificial reef that weight more than 30
metric tons/module which can attract fish larvae, juvenile, adult fish and multi
species fish.

x

We are also interested in AR design that can prevent scouring effect in the sandy
sea bottom.

x

Can we have be copies of the design and specification of concrete AR of Japan :
Example: what are Cement grade used and the sizes of the various iron used.

x

As Malaysia are still lacking expert knowledge on artificial reef project / program,
is there a possibility for the Japanese government to sponsor Malaysian fisheries
officers to come to Japan for short training?

x

Can we have copies Japanese Artificial reef policy and Laws / regulation in
implementing the AR program for used our references

x

In Japan, we like to know who are responsible in monitoring and protecting of the
AR sites. The local fishermen…?

(P) “Coastal Resource Management Approaches on the protection and conservation of
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coral reefs.” “Innovative and cost-efficient methods of restoring or regenerating damaged
coral reef areas.”
(T) An evaluation of artificial reefs installation by using hydro acoustic equipments. In
my opinion, I interested in the evaluation of artificial reefs installation by using hydro
acoustic equipments or hydro acoustic techniques. It should be efficiency and standard
method for Department of Fisheries to estimate fisheries resources in artificial reefs
area.
(B) Yes, The study of different designs of artificial reefs and the recommendation on the
best design to be adopted in South East Asia region.
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Q2.2Whatkindsofsurveymethodologyareusedingeneralfor
thesesurveys?Doyouhaveanyproblemstoimplementthese
surveys?

Paneldiscussion

Indonesia;methodologysurveybyLineInterceptTransectmethod.
geographicalsurveybyGPSdevice.noproblem.
Malaysia;InSabah,numberoffishermeninthevillagethatisnear
placementsites.Problemisnodescription.
Philippines;MantaToeandLineInterceptTransectMethod.
Problemsareavailabilityoftechnicalstaff&equipmentforsurvey.
Thailand;catchandfishingeffortoffishery.Problemsarehigh
budget&manpowerforcompleteandreliabledata.
BruneiDarussalam;Thesitecondition(seabed,etc.),oceanic
parameters(watercurrentandotherenvironmentalparameters).
beforehandforfuturereferencesintermsoftheassessmentof
beforeandafterplacementoftheAR.Problemsisduetothelackof
expertiseandmanpower.
5

strategicpartnershipandtechnicalcooperation
betweenFRAandSEAFDEC
on
promotionofartificialreefprojectsofSoutheastAsianarea

FisheriesResearchAgency,JAPAN
(FRA)
TheSoutheastAsianFisheriesDevelopmentCenter
(SEAFDEC)
1

Q1.1Withintheartificialreefprojectsimplementedinyour
country,Whatkindsofobjectivesexistin?

Q3.HowistheplanningofARprojectsdevelopedgenerallyinyour
country?ArethereanyreferencestodeveloptheplanningofAR
project?DoyouhaveanyproblemsinplanningofARproject?

Indonesia;1)developmentoffisherysector,2)tourism,
3)conservationofcoastalareas.
Malaysia; 1)resourceenhancement&rehabilitation,2)expansionof
fishingground,3)protectionoffishinggroundsasantitrawling.
Philippines;1)rehabilitationofdamagedcoralreefareas,2)resource
enhancement,3)protectingfishinggroundsfromillegaland
destructivefishingactivities.
Thailand;1)rehabilitationofcoastalfishingground,2)development
&extensionofjobopportunity,3)increaseinsmallscalefisher
income,4)promotionofconservation&managementofcoastal
fisheries.
BruneiDarussalam;1)enrichmentofmarineresources2)protection
offragilemarineecosystem&habitat,3)establishmentof
alternativefishinggrounds.

Indonesia;damagedcoralreef area,fishingground.Referencesare
resultofresearch,requestsoflocalgovernments. Problemisan
appropriateplacementlocation.
Malaysia;planningofARprojectinvolvedthefisheriesdepartment,
SEAFDEC,districtfisheriesoffice,Marinedepartment,Port&Harbor
departmentandlocalpoliticians.Reference&problemarenodescription.
Philippines;Planningisincollaborationbothlocalgovernmentunits
(LGUs)andFARMCorfisherfolkassociation.Referencesarebasedon
theexistingormostrecentcoralreefdata.Vitalitemsare
involvement,supportandcooperationofstakeholders.
Thailand;ARprojectisoneofNationalEconomic&Social
DevelopmentPlan.Reference&problemisnodescription.
BruneiDarussalam;PlanningofARprojectsincludethepreparationto
gathersiteinformation,thecostingandmaterials.Reference&
6
problemarenodescription.

2

Q1.2Withintheartificialreefprojectsimplementedinyour
country,Whattypesofprojectsareusuallyimplementedand
areneededfromnowon?

Q4.1WhatkindofmaterialsareusedforARs?Arestablechecksof
ARs tocurrent/wavesandframestrengthencheckofARs
implementedregardingtothedesignofARprojects?

Indonesia;Projectthatbeimplementedandrequiredinthistimeis
utilizedinaccordancewithcommunityneeds.
Malaysia;1)resourceenhancement&rehabilitation,2)expansionof
fishingground,3)protectionoffishinggroundsasantitrawling.
Philippines;Establishmentofmorecoralgardenprojectsand
MarineprotectedAreas(MPAs).
Thailand;Projectthatusuallyimplementedandstillneededfrom
nowwassmallscaleartificialreefscover13km2 byusedconcrete
diceblockwithsize1.5x1.5x1.5m.
BruneiDarussalam;1)ARusingoldtirein1985.2)ARusingconcrete
/stainlessstealtriangularpyramidstainlesssteelin2002.3)AR
usingredundantoiljacketin1988and1994.

Indonesia;concreteblocks,tire,andsteels. AR designwasadopted
consideringthecurrentandwaveconditions.
Malaysia;vehicletires,PVCpipes,ceramiccylindricalsewerage
pipes,oldwoodenboats,reefballs,oilrigplatformandfabricated
reinforcedconcretes(632ton/module).DesignofARarechecked
takingintoaccountofthestabilityofARanditsframestrength.
Philippines; oldtires,decommissionedvessels,automobiles,
cements,etc.Checkofdesignisnodescription.
Thailand;concretediceblock(1.5m:standardtype),concretepipe,
coveredgoodswagon,garbagetruck,battletank.Allmaterialsare
strongenoughforcurrent.
BruneiDarussalam;oldtires,leftoverconcrete(cylindricalconcrete),
stainlesssteelandredundantoiljackets.
7

3

Q2.1Whatkindsofsurveysareimplementedingeneralbefore
placementofartificialreefs?

Q4.2ArethereanyreferencestoimplementdesignchecksofARs?
DoyouhaveanyproblemsindesignofARprojectsinyour
country?

Indonesia;1)oceanographyparameters,2)coralhealthy,3)fish
community,4)fishingactivityinprojectsites.
Malaysia;1)geographicalfeatures,2)oceanicstatus(currentand
wave,seabedcondition),3)existingfishingactivitiesinprojectsites.
Philippines;allsurveysareconducted.Detailsisnodescription.
Thailand;Thefisherysituationbefore&aftertheinstallationofAR.
BruneiDarussalam;noconcretesurveys.onlyadhocsurvey.

Indonesia;ReferenceofAR designisresultofthereset.Problemsis
bottomtopographyhaslevellowerslopeatdepthofmorethan20m.
Malaysia;DeploymentofARmustfollow“StandardOperating
Procedure”.Problemisthatwedon’thaveengineers.
Philippines;Designreferencesbasedongeographicalfeaturesof
reefareas.Problemisnodescription.
Thailand;Reference&problemisnodescription.
BruneiDarussalam;Referencesweremadethroughtheexperiences
ofneighboringcountriesintermsofsitecomparison&similarityof
seaconditions&habitats.Problemafterdeploymentisincapability
ofdepartmenttomonitortheprogressofARduetothelackof
manpowerandothercommitment.

4

8
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Q5.1IspreevaluationregardingtotheeffectsofARprojectsdone
beforeimplementationofARprojects?Ispostevaluation
regardingtheeffectsofARprojectsafterimplementationofAR
projects?

Indonesia;Pre/postevaluationofAR projectscarriedoutbefore
andafterimplementationoftheproject.
Malaysia; Aslackingofmanpowerandwelltrainedstaff,notmuch
havebeendoneonpre/postevaluationofARprojectseffects.
Philippines;BothevaluationsareconductedinARprojects/Coral
GardenProjects.
Thailand;1)estimatecatchandeffortoffisheryproductionfrom
fishingaroundAR,2)evaluatethesocioeconomicoffishers.
EvaluationschemesforAR,frombiologicaltosocioeconomicaspect,
hadbesetup,butmostofresultarelesssubstantive.
BruneiDarussalam;Pre&postevaluationofAReffectsweredone
atadhocbases.
9

Q8.AlotofJapaneseexpertsofartificialreefsparticipatein this
Workshop.DoyouhaveanytopicsorissuestohearfromJapanese
experts?
Indonesia;DevelopmentofAR inJapan,AR modelsmoreappropriate
forhabitatrehabilitationandimprovementoffishstocks.
Malaysia;1)thedesignofARmorethan30tons/module.2)ARdesign
thatcanpreventscouringinthesandyseabottom.3)designand
specificationofconcreteARofJapan,4)possibilityfortheJapanese
governmenttosponsorMalaysianfisheriesofficerstocometoJapan
forshorttraining?5)JapaneseARpolicyandLaws/regulation.6)who
areresponsibleinmonitoringandprotectingofARsites.
Philippines;1)CoastalResourceManagementApproachonprotection
andconservationofcoralreefs,2)Innovativeandcostefficient
methodofrestoring/regeneratingdamagedcoralreefareas.
Thailand;EvaluationofARinstallationbyhydroacousticequipments.
BruneiDarussalam;differentdesignsofAR,therecommendationon
thebestdesigntobeadoptedinSouthEastAsiaregion.
13

Q5.2Whatkindofevaluationactivitiesaregenerallyimplemented
inyourcountryoftheprojects?Arethereanyproblemsregarding
toevaluationoftheprojectsinyourcountry?
Indonesia;Evaluationisfishpopulation,fishingcatches,AR
ecosystems.Problemisprojectlastednotlongornotenoughtime.
Malaysia;inSabahARprojects,thecatch&incomeofthefishermen
afterARprojects.Aslackingofmanpowerandwelltrainedstaff,not
muchhavebeendoneonpre/postevaluationofARprojectseffects.
Philippines;Thesocial&economicimportanceofARare
determined/discussedwithstakeholders.Problemisnodescription.
Thailand;Limitationofbudgetandscientificpersonnelwere
claimedtobemajorproblems.Inadequatesamplingprotocolas
wellasitsassociatedmethodsforeachevaluationschemewasthe
realproblems.Thelimitationsofsamplingmethodologyremaina
majorobstacletounderstandingofARecology.
BruneiDarussalam;Evaluationandproblemarenodescription.
10

Q6.Whatkindsofproblems/obstaclesexittopromoteand
implementartificialreefprojectssmoothly?Doyouhaveanyidea
tosolvetheseproblems/obstacles?
Indonesia; appropriatezoneforARplacement(about 10m depth) is
narrow.Design& materialofAR: suitablefortopographicslope.
Malaysia;1)thelackoffundingandtrainedmanpower,2)Tosolve
theseproblems,morefundingshouldbegiventoARproject,
secondlytotrainmorefisheriesstaff.3)iftheJapanesegovernment
cansponsorfewfisheriesofficerstobetrainedinJapan.
Philippines;TheimplementationofARprojectsneedcooperation
andsupportfromthestakeholders.
Thailand;ARauthoritiesshouldbegivemorecooperative,tosetAR
masterplanforincreaseefficiency.
BruneiDarussalam;WeneedscientistsandexpertsforAR
implementation.weshouldpromotetechnicalcollaborationwith
otherinstitutions,andstrategicpartnershipwithotherstakeholders,
11
forthelongtermbenefitsoffishermen.

Q7.WhatkindsofARprojectsareneededfromnowoninyour
country?Inaddition,whythesekindsofARprojectsareneeded?
Indonesia; AR projectsthatcouldimprovehabitatandincreasefish
production.Duetodegradationenvironmentandfishresources.
Malaysia;1)hugeARmadeofconcrete(durable morethan50years),
2)attractmultispeciesfish,3)ARforlobsterorabalone.HugeAR
canalsodetertrawlerboatsencroachingintothetraditionalcoastal
fishingareas.
Philippines;ARmainlymadeofconcrete,asdeterrenceto
destructivefishing
Thailand;differentdesignsofARandtherecommendationonthe
bestdesigntobeadoptedinSouthEastAsiaregion.
BruneiDarussalam;ARprojectshaveprovenusefulinsupporting
conservation&managementforenrichmentofmarinebiodiversity.
Withthesupportingfromotherstakeholders,promotingstrategic
partnershipbetweenpublicandprivate,publicawarenessand
12
educationarenecessary,crucialinmakingBruneiwatersproductive.
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Closing
FRA/SEAFDEC Workshop on Artificial Reefs
Dr. T. Matsusato, President, FRA, Mr.Hideki Tsubata, President of NRIFE, participants , lady
and gentleman good evening.
As we come to the end of this workshop we can take the time to review what have discussed over
this period that we have been together. The coastal fisheries management aspect of the use of
artificial reefs is a management concept that has consequences far outside the purposes of
providing safer habitats for juveniles and the immature fish of our target species. Artificial reefs,
particularly the permanent types give a foundation for zoning and the award of fishing rights for
specific groups and areas at the same time serving to reduce the incidence of conflict because of
the incursion of outside fishing vessels and damaging fishing gear.
The restoration and enhancement of the coastal fisheries resources is an urgent and vital issue in
the future of fisheries and from what has been discussed here I know that this is well understood.
The role of artificial reefs as a tool for fisheries resources enhancement has widely acknowledge
and accepted. The willingness of Fisheries Research Agency Japan to carry out collaborative
projects in this field is also testament to this fact. Therefore, our workshop today conducted for
only a short period, should be the stepping stone towards closer cooperation between us.
On behalf of the Secretary General of SEAFDEC, I would like to take this opportunity to express
our appreciation and gratitude to all of you for your efforts not only during this meeting, but your
efforts in travelling long distances to give us the benefit of your wisdom and make this workshop
very successful.
Last but not lease, on behalf of SEAFDEC member countries, I would like to thank to staffs of the
National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE) of the Fisheries Research Agency
(FRA), Japan, for your kind contribution on the valuable technical knowledge and experience on
artificial reefs through this workshop.
Lady and Gentleman, I officially declare close this workshop.
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Appendix A
㸦Photos of WS㸧

Photo-1 Presentation of SEAFDEC

Photo-2 Invited speakers and promoter (FRA) members
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Photo-3 Dr. Yuttana Theparoonrat and Mr. Zerfrinus Wong

Photo-4 Mr. Pierre E.L.Velasco and Mr. Nopparattana Ruangpatikorn

Photo-5 Ms. Sri Turni Hartani and Ms. Ranimah Binti HajiA. Wahab
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Photo-6 Mr. Hiroshi Takayama and Mr. Toyotaro Abe

Photo-7 Mr. Kenji Mori and Mr. Takehiro Tanaka

Photo-8 Dr.Kazuhiro Ikuta and Dr. Sadamitsu Akeda
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Appendix B
㸦Photos of Field Survey at Tsukiji Fish Market㸧
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㸦Photos of Field Survey at NRIFE㸧
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Appendix C
Leading Members of WS
NO.

Name

Affiliation

Remarks

(ASEAN)
1

Dr. Yuttana Theparoonrat

SEAFDEC/TD

Speaker

2

Mr. Zerfrinus Wong

Department of Fisheries Sabah, Malaysia

Speaker

3

Mr. Pierre E.L.Velasco

National Marine Fisheries Development Center,

Speaker

Philippines
4

Mr. Nopparattana Ruangpatikorn

Marine Fisheries Research Development Bureau,

Speaker

Thailand
5

Ms. Sri Turni Hartani

Research Institute for Marine Fisheries,

Speaker

Indonesia
6

Ms. Ranimah Binti HajiA. Wahab

Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources,

Speaker

Brunei Darussalam
7

Ms. Desimawati Metali

Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources,
Brunei Darussalam

(Japan)
8

Mr. Hiroshi Takayama

Artificial Steel Reefs Technical Association

Speaker

9

Mr. Toyotaro Abe

Japan Artificial Fish Reef Association

Speaker

10

Mr. Kenji Mori

Fisheries Agency

Speaker

11

Mr. Takehiro Tanaka

Okayama Prefectural Office

Speaker

12

Mr. Hideki Tsubata

NRIFE, FRA

13

Dr. Tomoyuki Takeuchi

NRIFE, FRA

14

Dr. Kazuhiro Ikuta

NRIFE, FRA

15

Dr. Shigeru Kawamata

NRIFE, FRA

16

Dr. Yoshihiro Oomura

NRIFE, FRA

17

Dr. Toshihiko Matsusato

HQ., FRA

18

Mr. Daishiro Nagahata

HQ., FRA

19

Mr. Kazuhiko Nagao

HQ., FRA

20

Dr. Sadamitsu Akeda

HQ., FRA

21

Dr. Mikio Naganobu

HQ., FRA

Other Participators are 31 persons.

NRIFE; National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering
FRA; Fisheries Research Agency
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Appendix D
Address of Organization Concerned on Artificial Reefs
Fisheries Agency
Kasumigaseki 1-2-1, Chiyoda, Tokyo, 100-8907
TEL: 81-(0)3-6744-2390 FAX: 81-(0)3-3502-2668 (Construction Division)
URL: http://www.maff.go.jp/e/index.html
 Main Activities; Governmental Office on Artificial Reefs Construction
Fisheries Research Agency (FRA)
B-15F, Queens Tower Bldg., Minatomirai 2-3-3, Nishi, Yokohama, 220-6115 Japan
TEL: 81-(0)45-227-2600, FAX: 81-(0)45-227-2700
URL: http://www.fra.affrc.go.jp/english/eindex.html
Main Activities; National Center on Fisheries Research
National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering (NRIFE), FRA
Hasaki 7620-7, Kamisu. Ibaraki, 314-0408 Japan
TEL: 81-(0)479-44-5929, Fax: 81-(0)479-44-1875
URL: http://nrife.fra.affrc.go.jp/index_e.html
Main Activities; Research & Engineering Center on Artificial Reefs
Japan Artificial Fish Reef Association (JAFRA)
Ginza 3-chome Bldg., Ginza 3-8-13, Chuo, Tokyo, 104-0061 Japan
TEL&FAX: 81-(0)3-3563-9112
URL: http://www.nissyoukyou.com/
 Main Activities; Organization of Artificial Reefs Construction Companies
The Japanese Institute of Technology on Fishing Ports, Grounds and Communities
Tonakai Tower Bldg., Iwamoto 3-4-6, Chiyoda, Tokyo, 101-0032 Japan
TEL: 81-(0)3- 5833-3220, FAX: 81-(0)3- 5833-3221
URL: http://jific.or.jp
Main Activities; Planning & Cost-effect Analysis of Artificial Reefs Project
The Japanese Society of Fisheries Engineering (JSFE)
Hasaki 7620-7, Kamisu. Ibaraki, 314-0408 Japan
In Care of National Research Institute of Fisheries Engineering
TEL: 81-(0)479-44-5934, Fax: 81-(0)479-44-1875
URL: http://jsfe.gr.jp/
Main Activities; Scientific Society on Research of Artificial Reefs
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